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s, ORTEGA,

Says Statement That His Primary Expense
Were Underwritten $3,000,000 is False

"'

KM

UAH
"It was because of hla conservative
An ACTED
FACT,
views and your belief of the attitude
of the republican party toward the
RATE IS CUT FROM $2.50 to $1.25 VICTIM HAD ENTERED SLAYER'S
business World that Induced you to
ASSERTS HE REFUSED STANDARD OIL EflKHf
PER MONTH, BY UNANIMOUS
HOUSE TO OBTAIN A
HE
contribute?"
AN
VOTE
BED ROLL.
"The party question was first," re,.
plied Mir. Archbold, "Mr. Bliss thought
Mr. Roosevelt would fairly carry out
TO
PAY
ABVERTISEiS
WEIL-TCEADHAN
E3 Offers to Show Correspondence to Prove That lie Instructed
party pledges. We deefded that our
Interests Is a business organization
Cortelyou to Icform Rockefeller Interests That He Did Net
lay on the republican
aide," said THOSE WHO DERIVE MOST BEN- WAS LEADING REPUBLICAN AND
xWish Their Assistance
Says the Reason Men Like
Mr, Archbold, "and it was decided
EFIT TO BE CHARGED A
EXTENSIVE PROPERTY
Lorimer
and
Penrose
Oppose Dim Is Because,
that we would make this eontrlbu-- j
HIGHER RATE
HOLDER.
Hon.
When President, Me Would Not Allow Big
Nothing was decided about how It
Politicians to Dictate to Him
The reduction of the membership
was to be distributed later, howevwagon Mound, N. M., Aug. 23.
er," Mr. Arqhbold said, "It was decid- fee of the club to $1.25. and the raising This thriving little city was thrown
ed after a conference with Senator of an advertising fund by voluntary into a turmoil early this afternoon
New York, Aug. 23. Colonel Roose ter symbolizes his habitual attitude,
Penrose , that the Standard Oil men subscription from the business inter- when the news became noised about
CONTRIBUTION HADE ENTIRELY IN
declared that ."Senator Penrose's which has finally brought blm to disvelt
was
recommended
ests
S.
of
the
that
last
Frank
should make the additional $25,000
city
Ortega, one of Wagon
contribution for the campaign in night at the meeting of the stockhold- Mound's 'best known citizens, had statement tihat Mr, George W. Per- aster In Pennsylvania for he is never
ers of the Las Vegas Commercial club been shot and instantly killed by kins underwrote my primary expen able to understand that other men are
Pennsylvania."
"Was this Standard Oil company and business men of the city, fcy the Abran Mares, also a prominent resi- ses for $3,000,000 or any sum even not actuated by his incurable (baseBy Such a Proceeding It Was Thought No. Undesirable Things money or funds of the officials per- committee appointed at the recent dent of this Dlace. The Killing oo remotely resembling It, Is a deliberate ness of soul. There is nothing that
sonally?" asked Senator Pomerene. meeting to draft a plan for the solu- curred at 1:15 o clock in the home and wilful falsehood, which he knows I welcome more than Mr. Penrose's
Would Leak Out Oil Magnate Makes Good Witness and
to be such when he makes it.
Senator Polndexter point
opposition.
"It was company money," said tion of. the financial problem, of the Of Mares.
Senator Penrose Draws From Him Many Facts the
"Mr. Penrose would do well not to ed out the exact program when he
recommended
The
and
Mares are said to l.ave
Mr. Archbold.
organization.
Ortega
plan
Bull Moose Leader May Have Trouble in
Senator Pomerene wanted to know by the committee, which was adopted been quarnstiu. for some time, hav-in- to attribute to others the infinite base, said Mr. Penrose and Mr. Penrose's
allies in the senate, democratic end
had a misdnde'standing rtaard-in- ness which actuates himself."
the details of the conversation be by the stockholders is to cover a pe
Explaining Investigation Promises
Colonel Roosevelt dictated the fore republican alike, were In a conspliy
tween Mr. Archbold and Mr. Bliss riod of two years. This plan suc
financial matters. It is stated
Many More Senfaiions
to that Ortega had been trying to col- going and the following atatement to any to serve the cause of corruption
is expected
with reference to Colonel Roosevelt's cessfully executed
on
a
balance
leave
of
lect a bill from Mares and that an day. He had read Senator Penrose's In politics, by endeavoring, througli
$1,000
of
the
contributions.
yearly
knowing
the club enmity sprung up which was the di statement concerning hia primary ex slander and mendacity, to oppose the
"I said," answered Mr. Archbold, hand after all expenses!
" Mr. Blisa, we are Inclined to make have been defrayed, which sum can rect cause of the shooting of this penses, he said, and inquired', closely only men and the only party xrfclcM
"Were you asked for assistance?"
Washington, Aug. 23.Jonn D. Arch'
,
(concerning it:
bold today told the senate commit"Yes, some time before, either at this contribution to you, but we want be advantageously used for advertis- afternoon.
seriously endangers the rule of (Co"The statement that the letter and rruption In politics and bustaesa-rfii-e
tee that the Standard 011 $125,000 my office or that of H. H. Rogers," re- it ;to be known to the powers that ing and boosting the city, its climate
After eating dinner at his home
the progressive party and Its candl4111'3'
and resources.
.contribution to he republican war plied Mr. Archbold. "We had a talk be to the president'"
Ortega went this afternoon to the telegrams to Mr. Cortelyou,"
"Mi-- . TVnni
t rmtwainnt. na-- A boy
statement continues, "were written
"You named the president?" broke
chest of 1904 was made upon assur- about politics and contributions and
The membership fees and the ad Mares residence. Ha asked Mbtp
& of the
"of
rec
into
the
purpose
going
roTT belonging to him
ly as Mr. Lorimer, whose easa he
ances from Cornelius N. Bliss that I said the matter1 would have to be in Senator Pomerene.
vertising fvrd3 are entilp separate, Wive hliaa-'je- d
and all member of the club, Vhether which was in the house. The latter ord and were not genuine and wore championed, la opposing us and, with
President Roosevelt,
board. It was sub
"the contribution was.. .acceptable to srbmlttod-4-ou"Test, '!
subscribers tc.,i',A advertising fund or refused to do so, asserting that Or not accepted by Mr. Cortelyou as gen Mr. Lorimer out of the senate, Mr.
"I
Mr.
to
Archbold.
said
Mr.
to
further
decided
said
Roosevelt
and
that
and
later
mitted
Colonel
the board
i sa deliberate and willful false- Penrose Is now the leading represenBliss, that we did not want to make not, are on an equal basis.; Follow- tega owed him $1.25 and demanding uine,
contributions would be acceptable." contribute."
hood and Senator Penrose knows it tative In political life cf the forces
com-of
recommendation
the
the
once.
that
at
Or
the
be
be
would
'
ing
money
contribution
unless
the
paid
it
He said that Mr. Bliss asked him
"You were the man in the Standard
Like
My which Mr. Lorimer symbolizes
"
mittee that outlined the plan, a com tega showed signs of anger and Mares to be such when he makes ,lt
for another contribution about $150,-00- Oil company who had charge of these gratefully received."
soon Mr. Lorimer, Mr. Penrose Began; with
was
which
as
written
first
letter,
to
was
of
'"!
'!"'
nine
make
into
mittee
darted
&i
his house'.
"Did you have any mlsgivnngs
appointed
.'"
and upon the Standard ' board's political matters?" suggested Senator
rumor that the Standard a good reputation as wad tie' case
I
a vigorous campaign for members and
to this at that time?"
Ortega followed him, entering by as heard a
refusal to make it, hadsaid to the Clapp.
had
Oil
contributed, and which with Mr. Lorimer. It Is only within
people
fund.
the front door, which had been left
"There had been some talk about to solicit for the advertisinig
"I think you had better
witness:
"Only in Pennsylvania and Ohio
and.
was
unequivocal In its the last two or three years that we
explicit
inin
Its
cerThe
committee
Into
rushed
an
Mares
from
to
had
contributions
open.
report)
presented
make this contribution."
where I had known the relations of objections
on October 26; outside of Penrose's state, have grown
was
written
terms,
suba classified list of prospective
ner room through a second door. Just
tain sources;" said Mr. Archbold.
He Bald "Outrageous attacks" by our business."
second
if
letter,
possible even to understand precisely whal Mr.
my
followed
as
will
which
to
as
be
enter
'that
this
this
"Had you any knowledge
scribers,
Ortega attempted
the government had dated from the Subsequently to these contributions
27.
"October
Not Penrose Is and what he stands for.
on
more
emphatic,
as possible by the committee door Mares fired, using a Stevens
board's refusal. In answer to a ques- Mr Archbold said he talked with Mr. contribution had been made known closely
on
Mr. Penrose is the ebodlment and
I
wired
letters
the
from
hearing
was
4
list
canvass.
This
to
No.
in
shot.
its
loaded
with
The
President Roosevelt?"
shotgun
making
tion by Senator Penrose, Mr. Arch-bol- Bliss not later than October 10 about
Mr.
of all that Is worst in
29.
from
I
received
October
then
representative
"Only the assurances of Mr. Bliss divided into four classes. In the first heavy charge entered Ortega's chest,
declared there had never been further contributions.
our
and in the alliance
wishes
statement
life
a
that'my
political
Cortelyou,
$10
him."
per tearing a hole fully three inches in
class, those subscribing
made to him a suggestion that the "What was the result of these con through my conferences with
" urged Sen- month, have been placed the banks diameter and killing the man instant- would be compiled with and that no between business and poltics which
did
what
"Just
he
say
$100,000 contribution to the national ferences?" asked Senator Clapp.,
and large wholesale houses of the ly. So close was Ortega to the muz- - contribution from Santadard Oil peo- has done so much to degrade political
ator Pomerene.
We decided not to make the, fur
fund be returned by the republican
ple had been or would be received. life. I hall his opposition with genther contribution."
campaign committee.
If
any suclt contribution was received uine and unfeigned Joy.
on Page Five)
( Continued
(Continued on Page Four)
(Continued on Page Four)
"Did you have any conferences with
JVir. ATCUOOiU
"It is eminently fitting that Mr.
expituucu luai
it was not only without my knowledge
Penrose ,a nominal republican, should
$25,000 given to Mr. Penrose "was a any' one except Mr. Bliss, whom you
but against my explicit direction.
Colpolitical contribution and not a pay- knew or understood to represent
"These letters speak for themselves be doing his best in alliance with the
BADLY
who think as he does to
ment for services in public or private onel Roosevelt?" askod Senator Clapp.
They went into the records of course; democrats
life." 'Senator Penrose was a wit- ."No, I talked very frankly with Mr.
but tbey went into the records be assail the progressive party. He uses
ness before the Clapp committee this Bliss. 1 told him we wanted to make
cause they were genuine and bore on the republican machine and can make
OWN HEAVY REVOLVER
BY
afternoon. He Introduced into toe this contribution but not without the
their face the proof that they were terms with the democratic machine,
kind can make "no
record the statement regarding the knowledge of the powers that be.
genuine, and because I' received the but he and his
'
terms
us."
with
in
$25,000 contribution to the Pennsyl- We wanted It understood and appre-ciatewere
assurance
that
ON
accepted
they
CAR
Rodsevelt
had finColonel
When
1904
fund
of
Bliss
Mr.
John
Roosevelt.
vania campaign
by
the spirit In which, I wrote them.
by Colonel
V, Archbold and the contribution of smilingly assured me that that would
"I wish to add that I am certain ished the statement he left the re- ihnf- when Mr
tnld me that Porters, but returned Immediately
$100,000 to the national campaign toe the case."
Topeka, Kan., Aug. 23. The daring the registered .pouches, stuffing the in a hospital.
said: "Please say also that until
did
in
or
made
"Do
have
he
which
knowledge
The
Wednesday
would
After
be
thus
to
acted 'on,
any
man's
you
the
only clew
fund,
robber who was shot and seriously rich packages into his pockets.
identity my wishes
1
"the senate. He said he had practical- you hear such reports as you believed, wounded by his own revolver While securing the loot he commanded With- was a letter in his pocket addressed he was saying what he understood to Mr. Penrose spoke the other day
Mr.
had
Archbold's
of
never
'Cam-heard
(
the
would
to
add
that
careto
to
Individuals
with
but
facts.
Mrs.
the
of
contributing
Wills Lonsberry,
robbed ers to untie his comrades, being
Medford, be in exact accordance
ly nothing
resieitillg capture after be
answer any questions. Senator Pen- paign fund, In 1904?" persisted Sen-- tQe mm car on rnlon Pacli tran ful to keep all the clerks covered Oregon, R. F. D. No. 2. Physicians at- No man can honestly misunderstand name In connection with making any
to the republican narose's testimony today was brief and ator Clapp.
No. 101, which left Kansas City for with his revolver. At Bonner Springs, tending the wounded man said that these, letters and no man who is not a contributions
,
tional campaign fund."
knowi-- ,
At
no
absolute
he
Archbold'si
"I
man
Mr.
can
of
would
recover.
the
dishonest
brief
The
United
have
personal
interprea
stop,
train
made
any
the
where
States
put
10:10
Denver at
o'clock last night,
eorrobartory
George W. Perkins today amplified
Its conclusion the committee adjourn- edge," said Mr. Archbold. "Such 8!waB Btin auve at a hospital here this robber commanded the men to work authorities will remove him from the tation other than that which they
denial of Senator Penrose's
hlg
Of
In
atme
would
me
Let
that
hoar
face.
to
attract
testifying.
announced
to
their
again
robber
as
not
the
The
Jail.
mall
so
was
George
upon
net
and
talked
hospital
ed
justify
it
yet the
morning, but the police had
He insisted ask anyone who wishes to know the charge that he raised $3,000,000 to
"W. Perkins of New York would ap- course, I was aware of the talk about learned hlg identity. Hospital attend- - tention of persons at the station. When about the crime today.
the Harrlman contribution, nut i naa
t
H h
to talk and the Lawrence was reached, the robber that h shot himself purposely when truth read my speech of last night as finance the Roosevelt campaign prior
pear next Tuesday.
to the action of my administration to the republican national campaign.
Chairman Clapp .was in communi-tio- no personal knowledge of it."
't,'
railroad officials hoped to induce him dropped quickly from the car and ran cornered, j disunderover
Withthe
"I am sorry I did not kill myself," and to read the statement 1 made at In a statement Mr. Perkins said:
long
with New York
to divulge his name and other infor- towards the rear of the train.
The witness said be had
'It is not true that- $3,000,000 was .
the time. I gave put the copies of my
tance telephone! today and it was stood the Harriman contribution was mation regarding himself.
ers quickly gave the alarm to the he said.
raised
for the ' Roosevelt campaign-priowitt
Other
The
speech
The man, who is well educated, three letters the
Bald he had been
day.
or $250,000.. That ended
discussing
A bolder, stranger
$210,000
robbery on a train crew. A negro porter said he
to
the Chicago convention or
some one there the probability of Senator Clapp's examination and the train never has been recorded in the saw a man with bulging pockets en- went on calmly: "When a man Is up and the letters covef everything. .
Is not true that two milsince.
It
Colonel Roosevelt's appearing. The witness was turnedlover to Senator history, of the Union Pacific railroad, ter a sleeping car. Conductor M. K. against It,, It la worse than people
"The reason that Mr. Penrose and
or one million or half a million
lion
two Law- can possibly know."
nature of his conversation could not Pomerene. The Ohio senator began which has been the victim of many Smith hastily summoned
his political allies and his backers and
million
dollars was
with an effort to learn more; details bold upB, local officials of the com- rence policemen and all three followHe told why he climbed back Into masters in' the word of finance are or a quarter
be learned.
are absurd.
statements
raised.
Such
1901.
'
of
as
contribution
to
same
the
the
of
the $125,000
train he had robbed.
public
ed into the car.
Archbold, pictured
pany said today.
against me now is 'because they and We did not
have to manufacture sentalked
in
he
had
an
"1
said
that
Mr.
Archbold
himself
I
hid
and
while
"Denver
Pullman
genius
me
The
had
robber
as
the
The
that
directing
use
of
the
not
manager
could
known
thought
that
their
kind
political
train,
theTe.
of the Standard Oil company, today with Mr. Bliss about a week, prior Express," carrying heavy mail, was upper berth. Smith boldly pulled train would be the last place they was president; because while I treat- timent; it was already
"I am told that the republican naa
made
would
look
for
and
curtain
financier
a
the
grab
man,
aside
took the, witness stand before the to the time he gave, the money.
when
me.",
and
Kansas
ed
lust, leaving
every
City
every politician
"Who was present at that Inter- slender and about 40 years Of age, for him. The robber raised his reHe refused to give his Identity with Justice, I declined to do one "act tional convention at Chicago cost
eenate committee Investigating camran across the depot platform and volver and pulled the trigger just as "I will protect my folks," he said. To- for any of them that was not itself $70,000. Our cost $1'7,000. As to
paign funds, to tell his version of con- view?" asked Senator Pomerene.
the Roosevelt camrecollection"
was
Archbold's
Mr.
tributions to the campaign of 1904,
leaped' into the mall car through the Smith caught his hand and turned it day the police found another letter both absolutely proper and absolutely my 'underwlring'
paign fund, that is rldioulous. I nevnow the subject of dispute between that Mr. Rogers, Mr, Bliss and him- open door. J. D. Withers, the clerk back. The bullet entered the man's in the man's clothing that may clear just '
er , underwroote a national, state or
in charge, turned and faced the man chest close to his heart. He dropped his Identity. It was. addressed to
Senator Penrose and former President self were there.
"It I had been willing to act other"We discussed the platform and the who levelled a revolver at him. With- - his wea"pon with a curse and moaned Denver. The letter was turned over wise Mr. Penrose and his allies 'n even a county campaign fund in this
Roosevelt.
not even in
Whe Mr. Archbold was sworn, Sen- individuals," he added.
ers was commanded tobind and gas with pain. In another minute the con-hi- s to the postal authorities who so far the world of politics and the world or any other country,
to cover It."
that
I
think
Asia
ought
RooseMr.
was
said
not
about
had
have
contribution
"What
a
to
and
the
what
enthusiastwo
asked
raise
its
now
ductor
be
contents.
policemen
five associates and not
ator Clapp
divulged
of business would
The wounded Union Pacific train tically supporting ma instead of ophand if he cared for his life. Withers draceed him Into the aisle and pinionthe Standard Oil company had made velt?" asked Mr. Pomerene.
'
TO STOP ATROCITIES.
"Mr. Bliss told us of his attitude obeyed the command and bound and ed his arms.
The robber, however, robber at St. trancis hospital con- posing me with an anger, hatred and
to the campaign in 1904.
London, Aug, 23. The president of
"Well, it made two contributions to toward business Interests. Mr. Bliss gagged all his fellow workers, E. I). weak from Joss of blood, made no re- fessed to the authorities today that malevolence born of the fact that they
the republican campaign In 1904; one said that he thought Mr. Roosevelt Smaller, Joseph Gailnes, C. "FT. Stew- sistance. A physician on the train his name is Willim Lonsberry, for- were unable to use me and that they Peru in a telegram published in a
to Cornelius N. Bites, of $100,000 and would be a fair and conservative man art, F. R. Oldham and Robert Harts-fal- l. gave Mm temporary treatment and merly of Medford, Ore., that he is know It is hopeless ever to expect to London newspaper says he will be
in suppressing atrocities In
tbe train proceeded to Topeka. Here j an
mail clerk, that he has use me.
one to Senator Penrose of $25,000," when It came to the test and urged
mat- - the Putumayo rubber district.
a
to
of
the
robber
unable
was
ail
Penrose's
wife
two
that
the
Medford.
went
the
"Mr.
children
In
in
and
this
republican
Arcnooia.
policies
attitude
talk,
The
placed
Mr.
robber
then
through
replied
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TWO

OLDEST ROAD DISMANTLED
Brownsville,
Tex., Aug. 23. The
oldest railroad in operation anywhere
in the United States is Ibeing dismantled, its roadbeds changed to standflCKSON-.BOAard gauge and its 50 year old equipIN NEW AND ATTRACTIVE FALL PATTERNS
ment sent to the scrap heap. This
line is the Rio Grande railroad, 22
Our Fall line of Men's Shirts includes the largest, most
Brownsmiles long, running from
varied assortment of
ville to Point Isabel, Tex., on the
Gulf of Mexico. The road is now a
DESIRABLE COLORS AND PATTEKNS
AGRICULTURAL
SLAYER OF ROSWELL CITY, MAR part of the Frisco system.
OLLF.GE MUST
ASSOCIATION
TO
ORGANIZES
ACMORE
SHAL
MAKES
LAST
FOP
HAVE
MOVE
TO
Wood Burning engines, with their
.
. AVOID PAYING ANNUAL
ever shown in this city.
'
COMMODATE STUDENTS.
NEW TRIAL
v
ASSESSMENT.
tenders, weighing in all 15 tons, built
Neat dainty effects in small figures and stripes, all popular
In 1854, officially went out of service
Mesilla Park, N. M., Aug. 23. A
Roswell, N. M., Aug. 23. Prepara today. Passenger coaches that re
colors and every style.
Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 23. The
tions are being made for the final at- - semble the old time horse street cars series of new courses In the mechani
Tax
Santa Fe Employes' Anti-Roa-d
Made by the well known firm of
.
tempt to save the life of James O. will go to the Junk dealer. The Rio cal trades and industries will be giv
association, which has as its object
Lynch, who killed Roy Woofter, for Grande was built more than 60 years en this year, at the New Mexico Col
the protection of its members, who
mer chief of police In Roswell May 26, ago by Jose Celaya and other rich lege of Agrlcultuire and Mechanic
are being asked to pay $3 each, coun
1911.
en
Judge W, W. Gatewood and Spaniards to haul freight from Point Arts. This decision was reached by
an
at
was
launched
road
tax,
ty
Possitively nothing better made. ' All at popular prices.
R. L. Graves, two of the attorneys Isabel and Brazos, Santiago, to this the board of regents at a meeting
thusiastic meeting of Santa Fe shop
held last Saturday, and, was, in acfor the defense are working on the ity.
men, held in the Santa Fe reading
appellants' brief which will probably
The road is,
neither narrow nor cordance with a recommendation
rooms' last evening. The charter mem
be filed with the supreme court Sep- broad gauge, being 3 feet 6 inches made by President Garrison.
The
bership lists contained the, names ol
tember 16.
wide. The Frisco Bystem will install purpose of the new courses will be
203 Santa Fe employes, and it was
Lynch, who has ibeen a resident of the latest type of motor cars on the to, give practical instruction in the
evident that the lists would be doubRoswell for many years,
shot ahfl old road,'
various mechanical trades and indus:
led before many days. The meeting
killed Woofter, when
Woofter attries to young men who are not preof Women's Fall Suits and Dresses are now on display. Come
last night was a gathering of deter
tempted to search Lynch's residence MONTANA BANKERS IN SESSION pared for college work, and do not
mined men who object to the action
in and look over the new styles.
V
for1 intoxicating liquors that the of flof the authorities who are collecting
Kallspell, Mont., Aug. 23. Several wish to take a college course. The
THEY
ARE
of
UNUSUALLY
eer alleged Lynch had ln'vlolation
ATTRACTIVELY
the road tax, in serving arbitrary no
hundred hankers and financiers, mem details of the courses have not yet
city ordinance No. 213. Lync'.i was toera of the Montana iState Bankers been worked out, but they will in
tice upon the Santa Fe company to
Immediately arrested and at prelimi association, responded to the roll call clude such work as brick laying, plastake $3 out of each man's wages with
nary hearing before Justice R. D. Bell, here this morning at the opening of tering, plumbing, 'carpentry, and the
out giving the men an opportunity to
Las Vea'LeaditufStoro
he was allowed 'bond in the sum of the ninth annual convention of the care and use of steam and gasoline
a
or
offer
pay the money voluntarily
was
warrant
bench
a
when
$10,000,
valid excuse In the event they have
association. The principal feature of engines. The only requirement for
sworn out at once before former Dis- the initial session was the annual ad- admission will be that the student
one.
trict Judge W. H. Pope, and he was dress of the president, A. L. Smith of shall be' at least fifteen years old,
C. A. Buehl was elected chairman
remanded to. jail without foond. Law- Helena. The convention Will conclude though it is expected that most of
W.
K
Byof the meeting last night;
Established 1862
South SidsPkja,
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said to be, the finest; private collecPennsylvania and the Union Theolotion of its kind in the northwest.
Read The Optic.
gical Seminary.
Everybody reads Tie Optlo.
7- AGENT AT BARANCA.

ALBUQUERQUE
TAX

Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 23. The
state corporation commission issued
two orders effective September 15,
whereby the complaints of residents
near two stations on the Denver &
Rio Grande narrow gauge in New
Mexico will be satisfied.
The first order directs the Denver
& Rio Grande to place an agent at
Baranca station and to maintain a
ticket office there with all accommo
dations for the traveling public.
The second order instructs the
its depot at Tres
same line to
Piedras., It is not necessary to keep
an agent there but some person must
be in charge who is capable of receiv
ing and shipping and storing freight.
The depot must be kept Clean and in
serviceable condition with heat, light,
water and seats for the convenience
of travelers. The orders we'e issued
as the result of a series of hearings
held In the two places mentioned In
response to numerous complaints
from people in that section of the
state who (declared that they were un
able to travel and unable to ship out
or receive supplies because no accom
modations urere provided tor them.
The Denver and Rio Grande had
closed the two stations. Other com
plaints against the service on the
Denver aad "Rio 'Grande !have not yet
been fully investigated. It is said the
Denver and Kio Grande will comply
with the order and will make no effort to resist it.
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USED FOR THE
DRUNKARDS
MUNICIPAL COLONY TO BE OPENED FOR INEBRIATES IN
NEW YORK

f

"Within a few months there will be
established among the mountains not
far from New York what will approximate an earthly paradise for the cure
of New York's most hardened Inebriates. It la not a philanthropic, but a
civic enterprise. The only way a man
can enter it is to be adjudged an habitual drunkard.
No contrast could be more striking
than the present fate of the chronic
drunkard and the care that soon will
be lavished on him well being when
the gates of this new paradise in the
country are thrown open to him. For
years the drunkard has been going
to the workhouse, a large and gloomy
building over on Blackwell's Island,
named, because no work
done
there.
Ii this dull retreat
Ig
' the Inmates drag through their day s
of discipline until they may leave and
begin all over again the process that
'
enda in their being sent back.
The other stopping place of the victims of perpetual thirst is the psychopathic ward in Bellevue, where the
acute cases land, those that are on
the 'borderland of insanity. It Is another gray and gloomy ' place that
awaits the coming of a modern Dante
for an adequate description.
But up in Orange county, in the en- rh an ted land where so many New
Yorkers spend their vacations, there
is being established the largest and
most complete farm colony for the
cure of inebriety that there is in
America.
It covers nearly one thousand acres in a broad hollow in the
Untu the city bought the
hills.
property it was one of the most
splendid farms of all that region that
literally flows with milk and honey
If, as has been proved pretty conclusively, environment has much to
do with the cure of disease, it would
seem as if no malady could long re
sist the charm of this peaceful landscape where the city's drunkards are
to be made over. In summer the pur-- .
pie haze glorifies the distant moun-- ;
tains.i Sunset and sunrise are never
in tnTs" place of
V
eace. A lake and abundant springs
,of cool, sparkling water add beauty
to the landscape. But the regenera
tion of the drunkards is not to come
through a contemplation of their surroundings alone.
The broad acres of tillable land
must be worked. At first, no doubt.
any sort of labor will be hard for
these inept and broken men, and they
will be given the lightest tasks. But,
later, as their strength Increases, they
will handle the plow and the hoe and
the cultivator with zest. They will
have appetites such as they never knew'
since boyhood, and their brains will
be aa clear as the crystallne air they
'
,
breathe.
twelvemonth
This will go on for a
1
at least, perhaps for three times that.
But in the end the men that may go
back to the city if they will are sure
to be clear eyed, well muscled, sober
human beings, each of wliom Is a
good asset for the city that has lifted
him up, instead of a heavy liability
as he is today.
More than 600 persons are arrested
here every week for drunkenness in
the summer, and about 500 a week
during the winter, this is a pretty
low average for a city of this size,
but the total is close to 30,000 a year.
Several times that number of drunks
do not reach the helpless or brawling
stage and are started homeward by
the police without being arrested. The
maintenance of the workhouse drunkards costs the city $85,000 a year, and
the care of those that land In
Then there is
vue $40,000 annually.
the aftermath.
Thirty per cent of the men and 10
per cent of the women in the state
..

hospitals for the insane are suffering
from conditions due directly or Indirectly to an abuse of alcohol.
These conditions brought about the
creation of a state board of inebriety,
through the Grady, bill of 1910, and
have resulted In the establishment of
a farm colony up the state where the
drunkard will be treated from a scien
tific medical standpoint, Instead of as
a penal problem. This farm colony
in Orange county, where drunkards
will be cured and turned into useful
citizens, will be ready to receive
those committed to it by November 1
of this year.
The Inebriates' farm lies almost at
the base of Sugar1 Loaf mountain, a
rather Imposing eminence for that re
gion. 1,100 feet in height. To the
south are the Warwick mountains and
to the west the Bellevale and Sugar
Ixaf hills. Greenwood lake Ib Just the
other side of the Warwick mountains.
The scenery la picturesque In the extreme. Warwick, the nearest town,
has voted out three saloons, and is al
Inready "dry" In readiness) for the
ebriates' coming.
A part of the colony will be for women, though it is not yet settled
whether this will be on the same
farm or another one In the neighborhood. All the applications that have
been received thus far have come
from relatives. No inebriate has taken the initiative on his own account.
New York spends annually $1,500,-00- 0
for the arrest and care of cases
of intoxication each year, $92,000 to
try these cases in the magistrates'
courts, about $250,000 for the custodial
care by the department' of correction,
an average of $1.86 a day by 'hospital!
in Manhattan and the Bronx, besides
the sums extended by the department
of public charities In about 2,000 cases.
A
It all foots up about $2,500,000.
on
is
of
this
spent
considerable share
old "rounders" who have gone to the
hospitals and Institutions five or six
times a year, and who also take up
much of the time of the police arid
courts. It Is estimated that the removal of the "rounder" will cut down
the cases brought before the magistrates courts at least 50 per cent.,
There Is an absolute unanimity of
opinion among alienists that men may
be saved to useful lives through such
a farm colony as this, and that the
large sums no wexpended in charity
and civic expenses will be saved to
the city, as well as reducing the number of insane and criminals in the
State. New York! Press.
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DEPENDED Cii iHU HUSBANDS
Lady Book Agent Found It the Same
With Both Wife and
Widow.

From Brown Eyes.
Is it proper for me to go with a
young man who is engaged to another!
Am going with a young man whom 1
like 'very much; how am I to find
out whether he cares for meT He has
told me that he loved me, but I don't
know whether to believe It or not.
Haven't been going with him very
long. Is It all right to go driving at
night? Suggest something for a "gypsy tea;" also something odd to entertain about six girls and boys. How
should the Invitations be written? Am
going to have a visitor for a week.
What must I do to entertain her all
in a small place
the time.
where there art very few amuseBROWN EYES.
ments.

'

I should not think too would want
to accept attention from a man who
wag engaged; It does not look right
and I would not do It 1 would not
be in haste to believe all, a man told
me if I had known Mm but a short
time; better go slow and let time
settle the question of how much he
thinks of you. I do not believe in
girls going driving alone at night without a chaperon. I do not know what
you mean by "gypsy" tea, suppose you
write and tell me about one for the
benefit of the other readers of the
column. For six girls and boys It
Is not necessary to write the invitations unless for a formal dinner party.
Just ask them over the telephone or

Tha Tired Lady Book Agent was
having a very poor day. She had rung
Innumerable door bells and talked till
she was "hoarse to all kinds of people.
She had in every case been invited In,
which was a good beginning. She had
told her story, gone Into details of
half-calmorocco, and plain cloth
bindings, but no sale had been made.
Young women and old had given the
same excuse for not subscribing then
and there.
"Yes, I llke it very, very much, but
I must consult my husband."
"Surely," the Book Agent thought
"no one can say that women disregard
their husband's wishes even In these
days."
Finally, late in the afternoon the
last house was reached.
"Ha!" said the Book Agent, gleefully. "Here's where t get a sale.
She's a widow, and she won't have to
consult her husband."
So she rang the bell hopefully and
was received by the Widow, who listened with great Interest to the story
of the merits of the books.
Just as the Book Agent was beginning to think she was making a sale
the Widow sighed and said:
"No, I can't take it today. If only
my dear husband were alive, I
wouldn't hesitate a minute."
n
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ON BLEASE
GUBERNATORIAL
FIGHT
ISES TO BE HOTTEST
STATE'S HISTORY.

tend that the statements about the
governor's personal character are the
slanders of bis political
enemies.
They say he has headed a vigorous
administration according to his own
way of thinking, and that in the degree that it has been vigorous, in
that degree has lit displeased and
angered his opponents. They point to
the fact that the governor has strict
Ideas of state economy; that he succeeded In having the department of
state geologist and the office of
chief game warden abolished in view
of the fact that he considered them
unnecessary and a useless expense;
that he vetoed man of the items of
the. appropriation bill presented him
by the legislature and that his vetoes
were generally In the interest of aav-in- g
the state money. Governor Blease
himself vigorously defends his pardon
record, insisting that it has been directed by the dictates of justice and
mercy.'
,
-

should he the period of
perfect health, but impure water and
milk, unripe fruit, and the tendency
to indulge in add foods and iced
drinks, produces a contrary condition
in many people.
The effect of the average summer
diet is to constipate even normally
regular bowels, and this results In
disarranging the entire digestive system. When the bowels are choked
with, the stomach's refuse. Indigestion
is almost sure to follow, and the
waste matter that 'should pass out
through the bowels, not finding passage, ferments in the stomach and the
poisons are forced Into the blood,
causing much distress and often serious illness.
To kekep Che bowels free, there is
no more effective remedy than Dr.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. This 1s a
pleasant-tasting
bowel stimulant and
laxative tonic that is very gentle in
its action, bringing relief in an easy
natural manner, and without discomfort. A spoonful of Syrup1 Pepsin will
quickly check summer diarrhoea by
cleansing the bowels and removing
the foreign matter that irritates and
inflames the tissue. It 4s sold in drug
stores for fifty cents a bottle; a large
family size, considerably more than
twice the quantity, costs a dollar. If
you have never used Syrup Pepsin
and would like a free trial bottle,
postpaid, write to Dr. W. B. Caldwell,
406 Washington
street, Monticello,
Illinois.
,
Summer

PROMIN

Columbia, S. C, Aug. 23. Democrats of South Carolina In a primary
election next Tuesday will nominate
a Btate ticket, one United States
seven representatives in congress. Nominations are equivalent
to election.
All of the present representatives
are candidates for renomination and
several of them ' will be' named with-

d

'

out opposition. Senator Benjamin K.
Tillman is opposed by N. B. Dial of
Laurens and vV. Jasper Talbert of
Parkville. Owing to the conditio! of
his health Senator Tillman has taken
no active part in the campaign. Nevertheless, his friends believe that he
is certain to defeat his two opponents in the primaries.
The bitter fight for the governor
ship between Governor Cole L. Blease
and Judge Ira B. Jones is monopolizing public attention to the exclusion
of all other contests to be settled by
the primaries. There is but one issue': shall the administration of Governor Blease be Sustained and continued of be condemned and ended. On
this jjssue the entire state is divided
ilnto hostile camps, while the bitter
charges hurled at Governor Blease
enemies have atby his political
tracted the attention of the entire
country.
Governor Blease is regarded as a
result of the old dispensary system
which was established in South Caro
and which has
lina by Tillman,
caused innumerable scandals in the
past few years. As a member of the
legislature he was in. close associa
tion with the commission which ran
the dispensary system and it is charg
ed that he shared the large rebates
which wholesale liquor houses were
forced, it Is alleged, to pay on all
purchases of liquors for the dispen
,

,
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LABOR WORLD NOTES.
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I

I

The employes of the government
printing bureau at Ottawa, Ont, have
received an increase of f 1.50 a week.
A "lady barbers' " union 4s the very
to the ranks of organized labor In San Francisco, Cal.
A movement is under way for the
establishment of home for disabled
members of the Coopers' Internation-

;

latest-additio-

al Union.
Charles Brown, the English comeIn Its work of diminishing the predian, lost a number of friends In the
Titanic tragedy. He knew most of the
valence of disease and mortality the
officers on the
ship, and the
New York state department of health
purser, McElroy, had been his comof labor
has asked the
A
recent
from
letter
rade for years.
state.
unions
the
throughout
England brought to the actor the last
Workingmen of Montreal identified
words of McElroy an au revolr ol
in the south. More than 400 pardons with various local unions have decidlife which is notable for fts calm British courage.
have been signed by him since he be- ed to honor the memory of J. A. Rod-ie- r,
The fourth officer, Marzials, who
came governor.
the founder of the Montreal
went down with the ship and wa
Governor
Blease had warrants Trades and Labor council,' by erectwhen you see them. Summer entera boat, Is the man who
sworn out against Attorney T. D. Fol- ing a monument.
Do picked up by
taining is always very informal.
testifies to McEIroy's behavior. A
to
will
wish
think
you
der of "Atlanta, wwho represented
your visitor
Railway car' men on the Southern
small group of the Titanic staff wa
be amused "all the time?" I should
South Carolina in winding up the af- railway and allied lines, In conjuncfor the final plunge. The wawaiting
have my friends meet her at a porch ter was
fairs of the dispensary commission, tion with other crafts of the system
lapping the deck at their very
party In the afternoon or an evening feet and the end was merely a quesbut the governor of Georgia refused federation, have recently secured a
card party or something like that.
tion of a very few minutes. McElroy
to honor the requisition papers. To renewal of their agreement in which
turned to his companions with a smile
protect himself, Felder hired Detec- a substantial increase in pay and benwith
and
hands
shook
A Variety of Questions.
them, saying:
tive William J. Burns to prove' the eficial working rules were secured.
Have read and enjoyed youranswers
"Well, good-by- ,
fellows; it looks Ilka
Twelve members of - the- - 'St. Paul
charges against Blease.
In the paper so much, have decided to sand for breakfast tomorrow."
ofmen
Detective
union went to St. Joseph's
his
Burns
and
barbers'
ask you to please answer a few quesof
was
"That
McElroy," says
typical
tions for me.
Brown. "He was one of the merriest sary.
fered a legislative committee testi- orphan asylum on a recent Sunday
Which color eyes and hair are bravest men who ever lived. It wa, ' The dispensary system became so mony to show that Governor Blease and cut the hair of 83onihan
counted the stronger,' and which are like him to have his little joke in the notorious that the state decided to
rrs there free of charge, mat, ipg this sac- hajjj received m OPBX-J- a r t h
most generally liked by the majority face of death."
lu Winding (granted,- and had accented money rifice of their holiday fi V the good
'abolish the commission,
of people?
up its affairs, hoyever, the state en from the blind tigers for protection of the union and organized labor in
....How- often should a young man call
Demand
Sartorial
suit to recover from wholesale and had signed or vetoed railroad leg- general.
Change.
tered
upon a young lady during the week,
Men's fashions for the summer in
and how late should he remain?
houses in various cities large islation which came before him for a
liquor
Steps were taken at 'meeting or
Would it look well for a girl to tell Berlin, Will sUow a marked departure sums of money alleged to have been Confederation.
Samuel J. wireless operators lnv Hofyokeii to arAttorneyj
from
Ideas
If
conventional
the
leaders
her friend of all her former love afin rebates. In all these suits Nicholls was named as the agent of range for the organization of 'ft worldfairs when he seems very anxious to of a new "common sense" clothing cru- paid
name of Blease, who was then Blease in these transactions. Burns wide union of wireless 'telegraphers,
hear about them and Insists that he sade have their way. The crusaders the
Insist that men be allowed to wear state senator, was mentioned. Several had used the' dictagraph of Nicholls and a resolution was passed to 'put
should know?
light clothing during the summer, and criminal prosecutions were brought and Its records were offered as
Do you think a girl who is seventhe question of forming such a union
teen too young to have young men the stiff collars be abolished. They de- against officials, but no one was conNicholls admitted that he to a referendum vote of all the opwomen
clare
while
can
discard
that
callers?
victed.
had had dealings with Burns' men, erators in the world.
If you have not been Introduced to heavy garments as soon as hot weathBlease ran for governor two years but said that he was drunk and that
According to the latest returns rea young man is it proper to speak to er begins, and clothe themselves in
silks and taffetas, the men have hith- ago and won, although opposed by al the records of the dictagraph were ceived by the statistical bureau ol
him when he always speaks?
the state department of labor, at the
Hope you will not mind helping me erto been forced to wear tweeds and most every newspaper In the state the sayings of ah intoxicated man.'
out In this. I thank you very muoh. ckevlots, and to encumber themselves and the charges against him were f Many thought that the relevations end of March there were 2,454 labor
with unnecessary articles of adorn"DIXIE GIRLIE."
After his in- would put Blease out of the running organizations In New York state, with
ment merely because it has always placarded everywhere.
to punish for a second term, but) he has turned a total membership of 497,665. This
out
he
started
been the custom. The man now in- auguration
Scientifically I do not know whether sist that from July 15 to September 1, his enemies. At the outset of hi ad- them to account by saying that they is a decrease of 6,649, or a little more
It has ever been proven which are tweeds and cheviots shall be considministration he began Issuing par- ;are lies told by the aristocrats to dis- than 1 per cent, since September 30,
the stronger, light or dark haired ered unfashionable by smartly-dressedons on' a scale never before known credit a man whom the common peo 1911.
people. I think dark hair and eyes men, and that lounge and semldress
are greatly admired and I have heard suits made of linen, cambric or silk
much in favor of the golden blond, material, shall he worn
throughout the
although that type is said, to lose Its "season."
Pi
youth sooner than the darker haired,
but I have seen it work both ways.
Philosophy of Pessimism.
It all depends upon how deeply InterThe visitor dared to ask why Mr.
ested a young man is. I should say
that two or three times a week Is Hardy was "so pesslmistlo a writer."
y
often enough and
late as This was the reply: "You are a young
he should stay on ordinary occasions. man. The cruelty of fate becomes apA girl must do as she thinks wise parent to people as they grow older.
about her former love affairs, I do At first one may perhaps escape connot think many affairs are to a girl's tact with it, but if one lives long
credit; I mean serious ones. Seven- enough one realizes that happiness is
teen is plenty young enough for a girl very ephemmeral." '"But is not optito be In society. It all depends upon mism a useful and sane philosophy?"
who the young man Is whether yon the visitor asked. "There's too much
should speak to him. There Is gen- sham optimism, humbugging, and even
erally a way for a man to meet a girl cruel optimism," Mr. Hardy retorted.
I do "Sham optimism Is really a more
by being properly introduced.
not mind helping you out In the least heartless doctrine to preach than even
an exaggerated pessimism the latter
leaves one at least on the safe side.
Questions From Gladys.
There is too much sentiment in most
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
I read your department every Sun- fiction. It Is
necessary for somebody
He has not only explained' the value and usefulness of hi9 prod
day and would like to ask some ques- to write a little mercilessly although,
tions. First, do you think It is all of course, it's
painful to have to do
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
right for a girl fourteen to have boyi It." Interview with Thomas Hardy In
;
.'
statements.
at her party? Second, please give two English Illustrated.
or three games or contests to have
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at itake.
when the boys and girls first come to
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
Microscope In the Home.
keep it from being "stiff." Third, doei
Miss Frances Stern of the Massathe hair grow quicker plaited or hangonly in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
ing loose (at night)? Thank you for chusetts Institute of Technology is an
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
the help 1 have gotten from your de- advocate of the use of the microscope
In
the home as a means of assisting
good secure repeat orders.
partment I like tt so much.
in the proper preparation of meals.
GLADYS 8. B.
The
advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
The use of the microscope, according
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
to Miss Stern, would help the houseIt Is perfectly right to ask boys wife to do her work more
intelligentYou are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, be-to your party, and they like to b
ly. The bread maker, for instance;
asked. I put all the contests I can could learn
cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
why her bread was not a
lay my hands on right Into the de- success by using the
The
microscope.
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
partment; perhaps the "Nautical" one housekeeper would also be able to tell
will
money in telling others of their goodness.
in today's paper
help you. It the difference between
wool, cotton
lu best to braid the hair very loosely
and silk
all possible deat Bight after a thorough brushing to ceptions. fibre, avoiding
remove the dust of the day. Thank
you for your kind words regarding the
'
Foreign Interference.
department.
Patriot I understand you are living
abroad now, Americans
not good
Reply to "G. H." and "R. L."
I am very sorry I cannot answer enough for you, eh?
Expatriate Oh, it isn't that; it ii
your questions because I do not know;
being at home
the best way to find out is to write simply that I prefer
direct In care of the stock company. with foreigners to staying at home
with foreigners. Judge.
MME, MERRI,

'

boK.,
Jf"wW"""
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The "Progressive" . Party
is the individual, man or woman, who
uses Foley Kidney Pills for backache,
rheumatism, weak back, and other kidney, and bladder irregularities. Foley
Kidney Pills are healing, strengthen-ior
tontp. and ouick to produce bene
ficial , results. Contain no harmful
drugs. Never sold In bulk. Put up in
two sizes In sealed bottles. The genuine In a yellow package. O. G. Schaef-e- r
and Red Cross Drug Store.
n

Herter, Lawrencevllle,
been bothered with kidney trouble for two years, says: "I
tried three different kinds of kidney
pills but with no relief. My neighbor
told me to use Foley Kidney Pills, I
took three bottles of them, and got a
permanent cure. I recommend them
0. Q. Schaefer and
to everybody."
Red Cross Drug Stora
Robert W.

Mo., who had

Officials of the International Typographical union report an increase of
8,158 members during the last year.
Number of members on pension roll,
Total earnings of members
1,038.
Induring the year, $55,579,902, an
of
$3,608,234.
over
last
crease
year
Average yearly earnings of members
$932.04, an increase over last year
of $17.91 per member.
'

D. C. Bybee. teaming contractor Hying at 669 Keeling Court, Canton, nils now well rid of a severe and annoying case of kidney trouble. His hack
pained and he was bothered with headaches and dizzy spells. "I took Foley
Kidney Pills just as directed and In a
tow days I felt much better. My life
and strength semeed to come back,
and I sleep well. I am now all over
my trouble and glad to recommend Foley Kidney Pills." Try them. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
'

"

The cost to the union, of the button
workers' strike at Muscatine, Iowa,
which was called off, was $.79,000.

No truth is more forcibly manifested In physical life than the old
are
saying "like begets like;" for just as the offspring of healthy ancestryblood-tainted
blessed with pure, rich blood insuring good health, so the children of
parentage inherit a polluted circulation which fosters a chain of
scrofulous troubles. The usual sign of a scrofulous inheritance are swollen
glands about the neck, weak eyes, pale, waxy complexions, sores and ulcers
and general poor health. These symptoms are most often manifested In
eany me, xnongn sometimes maturity is reached.
belore the trouble breaks out. Treatment should
be commenced at the first indication of Scrofula for
it may get beyond control if allowed to run un
checked. S. S. S. is the very best treatment for
Scrofula It renovates the circulation and drives
out all scrofulous matter and deposits. S. S. S.
goes to the bottom of the trouble and removes the
cause and cures the disease. Then it supplies the
weak, blood with healthful properties. S. S. S. is
made entirely of roots, herbs and barks, and is an
absolutely safe reinedj for, young or old. Book ou the blood and medical
advice free.
JIIZ'SWIFT SPECIFIC CO ATLANTA, GA.
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will be held.
IT, 1912, 160 acres. Consideration $1.
who, though they hated each other,
In the comman danger
O. E. Ailwi to K. H. Stvary, April
now stood
This should increase the interest of VICTORY
EEAL ESTATE TRANSFERS
with their arms round each other's
1, 1912, :;20 acres' tecUon
with the running of the organization
2, townESTABLISHED 1S79
the business men in the club, and
shoulders, white Gaston, a few paces
ship 15, range 18. Consideration $1.
off, gnawed at" his long, fair mus, R. A. Evert to J. a. Dean, January
advantageously. It is probable
Warranty Deeds.
OF
Publlsed By
N.
that smokers will follow the business
tache and assured them that there
12, 1912 N.
section 2S, townFranBernardino
to
Sena
Labato
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
20.
was very little need for fear.
16,
range
ship
meetings of the members of the club,
cisco Sanchez et al, January 6,
(Incorporated)
C. McReynolds et ux to E. W. Houf,
How the Fight Was Won.
and also that there will be one social
land in San Miguel county. Consid"As you know, we all thought for eration
function each month. However, all of
August 6, 1912, lots 34, 35, 36, bloctt
$5.
4, Pablo Baca addition.
th!s will be left to the directors to
some hours that the lifebelts-haConsideraM. M. PADGETT
Sofia Armljo et al to Juan F.
...EDITOR
decide after the report ofl the membeen ordered on as a precaution mere
Feb. 15, 1909, land in precinct tion BUT ly: We knew that the wireless was
AFFINITY
LEFT
LOVER
(Continued From Page One)
Quit Claim Deeds.
bership committee has been made.
25, San Miguel county. Consideration
WIFE WENT TO DEATH
At the meeting last evening
1). W. Condon et ux to H. W. Houf,
the
calling help to us; we never really ?18.
WITH HUSBAND.
citv. In the' seeoind class, those question of regulating soliciting,
believed that there was any danger.
for
Ayg;ist 12, 1912, lots 34, 35. 36, block
Marselina S. de Sandoval to
"Then things took a tragic turn.
subscribing $5,' haVe been placed Nthe advertising or. for institutions of any
8. de Gallegos, July avisos, 4, Pablo Baca addition.
The following item in the Parts When all women are ordered into the
Entered at the postoftice at East large retail establishments of the kfhd, was discussed and a committee
a tract of land In precinct 25, San
boats on a night at sea one realizes
Valparaiso, Chile, Aug. 23. A treLas Vegas, New Mexico, lor tranamis- - city. The third class, the $4 class, of three, namely, Max Nordhaus, R, news of the Saint Louis Globe-DoMiguel county. Consideration $23.
busi
of
the'
crat
full
of
is
human
Interest:
the
D.
mendous
remainder
is.
was
don't
life
avalanche ias buried severJ.
and
T.
Hosklns
a
contains
what
t
the
Taupert
United
States mails
fragile thing
gloa through
W. B. Martin, Jr., to Herman K.
"The best story of true love 1 know how It happened. I remember
al gangs of workmen employed on
ness housp.and in the last class, appointed to draft a resolution gov
as second class matter.
Vt
section
Fllhaber, July 4, 1912, NE.
the Andean railway. Wight men were
the $lia 'class,'., have been placed thl ernlng this line of activity. This plan know," said the elder of the two standing watching Claire, Gaston and 4,
16, range 19. Considera
township
"and
of
men
a
"is
'
which
men
killed
and forty others wounded.
other
en
men
of
It
rca'y
Frenchmen,
for
wife.
story
Gaston's
professional'
any
requiring
soliciting
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
tion $2,880.
'
will take four months to repair the
"One of the officers passed. He
the
terprise to get the sanction of the happened."
A.
Daily, by Carrier:
Jul
H. B. Gehring to Fred
Lee,
"I don't was a man who spoke French. I 'reThe younger man
in making its can board of directors of the Commercial
damaged railroad.
Per Copy
f .06 The "committee
men
or
Of
he
business
love
believe,"
"that
traded
'has
dlub
or
been'
suc
board
said,
wil
any
story member thinking how wonderfully
notify the,
.16 vass
One Week
of the classi- cessfully woi'ked;"in mo'st'of the cities which really happened ' equals th'e well he spoke it when he ra'pped out
.65 business establishments
One Month
left
entirely to them of the country and should' meet 'the book stories In interest" he" paused a sharp order to the women to get
One Year
7.60 fication, it being'
subscribe the approved 'of the lcal !busfnes':-- t men a moment '"unless5, bf co,tfrse;,it,ihap- - Into the boat which was going to be
not
or
whether
they
Dally by Mall
" '"
more or less who often give Up' much 'of their' time pened toJ yourself."
or
amount alloted them,
lowered. He said, 1 remember, that
One Year
$6.00
- The income Drom arid money "to men ''soliciting 'for" en'"No," said the elder
an, "It W it was one of the last boats.
3.00 than that amount.
tlx Months
a terprises noteworthy' of their support, not my own story, although I saw
Hid firet class ''will amount to $60
"Claire held out both her hands and
establishments
agree
the
if
It was also recommended last night it happen on the Titanic."
month,''
Gaston took them. He dared not look
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
We all sat up at once. "The Titan- at his wife, but he caught Claire to
on the classification.
that the president of the club appoint
t
GROWER
The Income from the second class a committee to inaugurate and carry ic?" said everyone, "the Titanic?"
him and kissed her. His wife did not
"Yes. I won't mention any names, stir. Claire was
One Year
..$2.00 will amount to 20 per month; that out a fair in Las Vegas some time
helped into the boat
1.00 of the third class $124 and the fourth early this fall.
Six Months ,
This committee will but those of you who know your and Gaston turned to his wife.
Paris and who saw the passenger list
class $62.50. If this advertising fund be named at a later date.
"'You will pardon me, dear, will
as outlined by the
D. T. Hosklns, Hallett Raynolds, possibly will renfember them. A. and you riot?" he said. I shall never for
subscribed
can
be;
(Cash in Advance for Mail Subscrip
committee, the income from it will and W. E. Gortner were named as a his wife, as you know, had quarreled get her face. It was radiant with
tions)
month,
committee to have charge of a big Gaston A. was a bit of a butterfly, joy. It, seemed to flame with delight
Remit by draft, check or money be $266.60 per
is thought that with the; reduc- automobile parade for some evening but I think he was one of the most from within.
It
AND
order. If sent otherwise we will not
'
'
" 'I am not going
tion of the membership fees to $1.25 of the fair,
fascinating men I ever met and Mme,
$3.90
ipto the boat,
be responsible for loss.
CASH
Last night's meetnlg was a large Gaston was not only a very pretty Gaston,' was all she said. The next
the membership can be raised above
Specimen copies free on applica
as this will make and representative one, there being girl, but was a very rich girl, too; moment I was in a gulf of icy green
200 mark,
the
ia.OO
RETAIL
VAUIt.
HKOULAIt
tion.
and Oft
vr , .v..., MAvaml Aarln&rii of this beautiful
It possible for many of the younger about 50 live business men present when Gaston married 'her.
and the next thing I remember was a
DurcJwse enabled ths manufacinrer to give a an eieluitve lesiK
form
"At first they were happy. The cabin on the
2nd
men of the city to become members at the gathering. Much interest was
low price. We re charging part of the coat to "advertising
very
Carpathia.
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
to pay a percentage of the actual coat of the
iDense,"la and only ask yon"Cosmoa"
and cannot be duplicated In
of the club. A membership of 200 shown in the plan for raising the early years of their married life were
n for leaa
of s beautiful
"Claire was saved. The sea kept the
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
than $u in any rotaU ohlna store. It ia guaranteed by both
nallty
Che manufacturer and ouralvea.
would amount to $250, which added to funds for the maintenance of the club like the beginning of the end of a bodies of Gaston and his wife. Little
ua flv
PAID FOR
There la coupon In every anck oforLAHABEE'S Floor. Send
money order, and we wiU
espreaa Addraaa
clralt, pontal
eonpone and .t In eauli,
the ladvertising "fund will amply cover and the advertising fund. Among the fairy tale. They had three children
and reMme. Gaston won in the fight for her
tend you one of these beautiful Betaotby 'freight.
coupOiia
Ilouithe Larabee
Company,
mittance to The Ohiua Department
the expenses of the club and a vigor- men present last night were: J. S and then Gaston met Claire de B. at wpak husband. I saw that in their
your name and address Plainly;
ttUUhlnaon, Kanaas. Be Biire to write are
Advertisers are guaranteed the
also good for Rogers' 8llTerwr
The coupons in LARABEB'8 Flour
ous advertising campaign.
Clark, W. G. Haydon, D. J. Leahy, W. Trouville.
circular.
Auk
for
two
faces
before the Titanic went
nd other valuable premiums
descriptive
largest daily and weekly circulation
s
"There was nothing wrong at down."
will be J. Lucas, Clarence Iden, D. T. HosA change in the
.
GER
know, is that "Mighty-Good- "
of any newspaper in Northwestern
EMPRESS,
you
was
nothing wrong for a
necessary for the reduction of the klns, L. C. Ilfeld, A. Ilfeld, S. B. Da first; there
O
Flour that makes Baking a Delight
New Mexico.
membership fees,1 and also for the vis, Jr., Millard Browne, Dr, F. E long time. Mme. Gaston, though she
abolishment of the $25 initiation fee Olney, C. D. Boucher, M. Cellers, F was the mother of three children, CLERKS SAY
SERVICE
TELEPHONES
M. Danziger, though she was Gaston's wife, had
which was recommended by the com- Wesner, H. Raynolds,
BUSINESS OFFICE.......... Main 2
Trv a Sack You'll Like it.
not.
grown up yet. To all intents and
mittee in its report. In the past for George Fleming, Cecilio Rosenwald,
NEWS DEPARTMENT ...'...Main 9 this $25 members have been given a W. P.
she
was
IS
a
child.
GROWING
WORSE
But
M.
she
Nordhaus, William purposes
Southard,
one afternoon.
Share of stock.. What will be done White, M. Blehl, N. O. Herman, W. E. grew up suddenly
FRIDAY, AUGUST 23, 1912.
with this old stock (and the question Gortner;' W. J. Fugate, O. Blood, F There Is no need for" details.
THEY DO NdT LIKE WORKING
Husband Was Bewitched.
Jefferson Raynolds President
of whether or not new stock will be O. Blood, A. M. Adler, J. H. Stearns,
GENERAL WILLIAM BOOTH issued has been placed in the hands G: Carey, R. J.
IN APARTMENT
E. D. Raynolds Vice President
MAIL
Hai'ett Ray nous Cashier
'In one afternoon Mme. Gaston
Taupert, Frank Bope,
CARS '
rl. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier
Stephen 8. Davis Vice President
of a committee of three, S. D. Davis, W. R. Tipton, Saul Rosenthal, Dr. H. suddenly became a woman, "suddenly
General William TinoMi. nmmftnrt Ar Jr., W: G. Haydon and Louis C. Ilfeld J. Mueller, William Rosenthal, T. A. faced the truth, suddenly
realized
,
Ot the Salvation Army,
If the statement of railway postal
la who wiil draft what changes are
Akers, L. Armio, H. C. Smith, M. M. that her husband loved another wois
His work In the
to be taken seriously, the
constitution.
Padgett, J. S. Duncan, O. G .Schaefer, man, or was fascinated by another clerks
'
world wis notable and he leaves a
recent change from the full railway
woman, or bewitched.
The committee, appointedBi. JLo'.iT1
....
Ogle. . ....
nument in an organization to make; the i campaign for memberr
"At first, of course there was a postoffices to apartment car runs, In
mighty
READY FOR MARINES. :
that gdriJUea the earth. Through Mb and for the advertising fund is as folscene. Claire should riever enter her stead of being a change for the better,
zeal for. Christianity he achieved un- lows s. i E-- : G.iiMufphey, W. E. Gortner,
Philadelphia, Aug. 23. The cruis;er house again, her presence In it was is putting the mail service back to
ique (VlfunctioiL and the good that he Ike Dfcvts, :DiyJ!( M. Cunningham, W. Prairie, which will carry marines to an insult, she would go home to her the point where it was 30 years ago.
has d00 iStlst stfeep on in Increasing J. Mills, .Colonel M. M. Padgett, Mar- Colon, from whore they will procee father, she would sue for a divorce, The following is the statement of one
volum .tirolugh.all the years to come. garita Romero,. Clarence Iden, Jeffer- to Nicaragua, arrived at the Philadel- she would have the care of the chil of the clerks, which appeared in the
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
In practically" every village, town and son Raynolds, H, C, Ilfeld and Cecilio phia navy yard today from Ports- dren. That was the ena of her wild Albuquerque Journal yesterday:
mouth. The work of coaling the ship talk. .
'There is not room 'enough in an
city of the civilized globe are earnest, Rosenwald,
end noble men and
"When she spoke of the children apartment car, a
No plan for the future program of and the placing of stores on board
length, to alwomen who are carrying the precepts the club
be- was begun at once.' The regiment of she knew that there was
nothing to low more than one man to work at
jwas recommended, this
Capital, $100,000 Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000
and practices of this great comman- ing left to the board o fdlreotors. It marines who will sail on the Prairie be done. She knew that they loved the letter case, nor is there room for
der to the poor and the lowly.
is probable, . however, that the mem- probably will go on board tonight, as their father, and that their father a full crew to work in such a car. EvOur Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and AcThe Salvation Army grew from a bers of the club will have more to do the cruiser Is under orders to sail loved them, and with a woman's intu- erything except first class class matcommodation
Within the Scope of Good Banking.
tomorrow
.
morning.
ition she knew that Gason loved his ter and daily papers will have to be
very small and a very humble begin- In the future and that one meeting a
ning. Mr. Booth was a mission workchildren's mother as much as it waa in worked in terminal offices. That will
er In the city of London. From the
the man to love, and she knew, of reduce the money paid the railroads
on Ttoto Deposits
course, that she did not really want for hauling the cars, for their reve
day he was ordained a minister he
GOT
nues from this source are apportionto be parted from Gaston forever.
Bought evangelical duties and natur"But there was the other woman ed to the space they use. Thus the
ally was drawn to the slums of London. There he endeavored to do good
there was Claire, the woman who change will save some money, put the
had been her friend, whom she had same number of clerks will have to
FROM
according to set standards. He foltrusted- - with the thousand and one be hired, for they will have to work
lowed where others led the way. But
found
soon
a
ridacl
that
he
departure
hopes and fears which women tell the mall In , the terminal offices.
one another, and which they could
"They are putting in such a termi
wag necessary In reaching the poor.
AND
tell no man on earth, were he hus- nal office in Los Angeles now, and
It was necessary to minister not only
there's a man going from here to take
, to their spilrtual welfare, hut also to
band, father or brother.
of it. That means that mall
some
"I
am
of
I
charge
their bodily necessities. ' The Booth
ago
camyears
talking
return
to
any
any proposition
(Continued from Page One)
mission was reconstructed along milisee some of you looking surprised, will have to go all the way Into Cali
or
two
the
last
within
until
paign
fornia, to Los Angeles, to be worked
tary lines. It became, in fact, an
"He said:. 'You. need have no mis- three days. Senator Pomerene asked for all Paris thought that Gaston, his
for distribution to the northern and
form
in
it
of
this
re
and
the
heard
have
I
of
friends
Lord,
always.
army
will repre- if Mr. Archbold ever had talked to
givings in that matter.
southern sections. .What means that
I
never
them.
have
about
marks
got very close to the people. They sent
you and I will see that it is pro- Mr. Bliss later about that
learned to understand the true misheard anything ugly said without an moil will be delayed a. day, just 24
"
President
Mr.
"I
after
to
Bllsa
went
known.'
sion of Christianity from this Salva- perly
immediate and angry denial from a hours there, before it Is sent out. Of
Senator Pomerene wanted, to know Roosevelt and some of his bureau
course, that Is not first class mall or
tion Army that never neglected them
sudden champion.
ator
in
line
their
heads
had
been
unjust
began
the contribution
In their want and misery and fed and wjjy
Those
daily papers, it's just second, third
Knew.
Three
'
Only
tacks upon us," said Mr. Archbold,
currency. i ,
fourth class mail aside from pa
and
"And
comforted them in time of need.
the
scandal
mongers
yet
said
"Mr.
Bliss
hia
threw
as
hands,
he replied:
up
Mr. Archbold smiled
.
a
The Salvation Army occupies
were
pers.
it
knew
though
nobody
right,
"I don't suppose there was any de- that he saw the attacks were unjust
"And that's just what things were
unique place in the world of religious sire on. the party of either of us for and said he sympathized with us but except the three persons concerned.
"A. had to go to Philadelphia. He three decades ago.
activity. It is essentially a poor
??
he could no nothing."
publicity."
"Another thing. This Santa Fe line
In the highest
business interests there and he
had
organization.
of
Garfield
and
"These reports
Senator Pomerene then took up the
Into
Los Angeles is being discriminatto
alone.
sense it ministers to them all, for it
was
Claire
had
go
arranged
visit of Mr. Bliss to "26 Broadway" Smith were the work of mere puppets,
ALL LADIES SUMMER READY-TO-WEA- R
ed against On both the northern and
New
York.
to
was
when
It
feeds, clothes and protects Its own
going
the Standard' Oil's New York office, who Jumped when Roosevelt pulled
'
southern
routes
to
the
as no other religious organization prewife
begin
this
Gaston's
learned
she
they
that
when further contributions, according the strings," declared Mr. Archbold.
tends to do. No night is too dark, no
insisted on crossing the Atlantic with work California mail this far east and
to Mr. Archbold, were asked from the Senator Pomerene asked Mr. Archbol'd
1- -3
have full railway postotflces to
APPAREL REDUCED
day too stormy for the little bands of
PER CENT
if he thought the refusal of the Stand- them. She did not say much. There they
do it in. On this roirte the- full offfce
no
was
the Army to march through the street company.
recrimination.
a later time, Mr. Bliss came to ard Oil company to make a second
"At
' on at ; Ash
to the beating of drums and the blare
Fork, Now, why Is
"She merely said that she wanted goes
"He contribution had anything to do with
my office," said Mr. Archbold.
that?" Conditions are exactly similar
of often inharmonious horns In order
to
and
would
her
'that
presence
go
unjust investigations'!"
said: 'I have to come to you again the
routes are parallel and there
to attract attention and collect an
Senator prevent the possibility of scandal. Gas here, the
"Well, I do not know,"
on the money question.' He pointed
is no reason why this should be so.
three
on
not
All
went
audience. The various branches of
ton
did
argue.
Reout the situation and need for further Pomerene insisted on knowing what
But out in Los Angeles, the chamber
'
the Army have never lagged in the
Titanic.
the
Mr.
done
Archbold
and
we
Mr.
had
passed between
funds. I said I thought
duties set dorwn for the members be
"When the crash came the two of commerce wants to get all the
"
liberally. 'Finally I told him Bliss at the conversation when the
pretty"
they privates or officers. No one is that I could 'not decide the matter, hut Roosevelt investigations were discuss- women were in their cabins. Gaston clerks possible there and so they fawas playing poker in the smoking vor this terminal disWbution scheme.
', so besotted in sin that he need fear
'
that I would lay it before my board." ed.
room. He ran below and went to his
being turned away. No one is so
conex
"I suppose Mr. Bliss probably
"Was' there anything in that
world-wearTODAY IN CONGRESS
that he need give up
wife's cabin to tell her to put on a
would
not
Colonel
that
his
it
that
Indicate
to
'
opinion
pressed
'' versation"
He
left
lifbelt.
he
Aug. 23 Senate: ConWashington,
that
hope.
her,
saying
Roosevelt knew of your contribution:" have been thus If we had done as he
General Booth will be mourned
would return in half a moment. Neith. vened at noon and began considerawhatno
I
doubt
wished
have
had
and
Pomerene.
asked Senator
wherever there is a true Christian
Dry-Goods-the women was at all surprised tion of conference report on arpiy
.:
he gave me to understand ever on that question myself," an- er of
,.heart. His work wag noble and he "Yes,
when they met together, each with a appropriation bill.
acArchbold.
Mr.
swered
been
had
our contribution
lived to see the Salvation Army grow that
John D. Arahbold testified before
"Do you know whether Mr. Bites life belt on, at the head of the comcented and that further contributions
mission in London
from that
panionway.
Investigating cam
Roose
Mr.
Roosevelt
to
that
Colonel
you
to
reported
would be acceptable
Ths
to be well nigh universal.
"I remember them all three now paign funds contributions concern
'
had declined to make a further (co" ,
velt""'
o
stood on deck. There are ing Standard Oil company's camas
'
'
they
Pomerene.
ntribution?"
Senator
asked
ever
that
tell you
"Did Mr. Bliss
"I assume, of course, that it was very5(few things about that awful paign contributions to the republican
A GARTER FOR "YO."
Colonel Roosevelt was grateful to you
I
1904 fund.
so
contribureported. I do opt know in what Sunday night that do not remember.
London, Aug. 23. King George has for not making this further
I
as
I
of
House:
And
Convened
see
11 a. m.
now,
the
at
It,
speak
shape the report was made but it
conferred the Order of the Garter on tion?" asked Senator Pomerene.
of
two
worn
threes
Considered
those
the
conference
Archpicture
said
report on
was
Archbold.
The
made,"
undoubtedly
"No," returned Mr.
Emperor Yoshihito, the new ruler of
en who had been close friends and Indian appropriation bill.
bold.
of
never
heard
,
has
he
said
witness
Japan.
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J. Mitchell o! El Paso was in
Las Vegas today on business.
COME FROM , NICARAH, B. Roeder of Albuquerque was REPORTS
PEACE IS BEING
THAT
GUA
on
business.
in Las Vegas today
RESTORED.
P. D, Howe was in Las Vegas today
from his farm 20 miles east of here.
Panama, Aug. 22. The Nicaraguan
Manuel Garcia Maestos of Ledoux
was in Las Vegas yesterday on busi- minister to Panama, Manuel E. Vela
quez, has received an official cable
ness.
William Baruch o! Trinidad came gram from San Juan del Sur, dated
In last night from Colorado on a short today, reading: "The revolutionary
movement at Leon has been supbusiness trip.
commerone
of the
M. W. Potsch,
pressed and communication with Mancial men of this city; is in after a trip agua has been restored."
over the state.
To Hurry yie Transport
Joseph L. Matt was to Las Vegas
Washington,' Aug. 23. The state de
today from the Blake Copper mine at
Trea Hermanos.
partment Is urging the navy to take
Mrs. F. Forrest arrived this after- every step, possible to get the trans
noon from her home in El Paso for port Prairie started for Colon as soon
'
as possible, but the marines cannot
a short visit here.
Kelof
Gross
be concentrated before tomorrow. Dis
Clarence Iden, auditor
afternoon
left
this
and
patches' seem to Indicate more agcompany,
ly
on a short business trip south of here. gravated;' conditions.
The big armored cruiser California,
Santa Fe Conductor Burks, Mrs.
Burks and their son, Dan, left this speeding for Panama, has Ibeen order
afternoon on a short trip to Denver. ed to but in at Corinto and land 340
Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor of the bluejackets and her full detachment
'
Church of Our Lady of Sorrows, left of sixty marines.
'
'
this afternoon on a short trip to.Wat-rou4
' ; '

Hid IS LEAllil 10 MAKE

SCENE OF A

RAY LIKE THE

loyji
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A. Mennet, who travels for the
Charles Ilfeld company, returned last
night from a week's trip to Santa Fe
and the Taos valley.
Mrs. F. H. Voorhees and daughter
Miss Marie Voorhees, who have been
vlisting at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
C. H. Baily, left this afternoon for
their home in Dallas.
J. C. Rex came in last evening from
his home in Albuquerque. Mr. Rex,
who is employed in the Duke City of
& Company, was
flees' of Gross-Kellof
Las
Vegas.
formerly

.

Mena Leaves
Corinto. Nicaragua, Aug. 3. Gener
al Mena, leader of the revolution, Is

reported to have left Nicaragua. Landing parties of American bluejackets
and marines continued to maintain
order in this port. Reports indicate
that government troops are regaining
'..
control of the situation.
American

Crew

Mutinies

San Juan del Sur, Nicaragua, Aug.
of the
23. The revolutionary crew
American steamer Progreso, which
plies on Lake Nicaragua, mutinied toSidney Harberg left this afternoon day and handed over the vessel to
for Wagon Mound, where be will vis- the government authorities at San
it a short time before continuing on Jorge,
to his home in Philadelphia. Mr.
Harberg has been spending several
weeks visiting his uncle, Carl HarAFTER VACATION THE
berg, In Mora.
Miss Elizabeth McCrikett, who has
been In Las Vegas during the past
LEAVE
at the home of Mr. and
Mrs,. H. J .Ryan, left this, afternoon
for Denver. Miss McOIokett Is a CLEVER VAUDEVILLE PAIR TO GO
teacher in the Michigan Normal UniTO NEW YORK EARLY NEXT
MONTH.versity In Ypsilantl.
Judge David J. Leahy will leave tomorrow for Santa Rosa, the county
Mrs. Jack
Mr. &nd
McGreevy,
seat of Guadalupe county, where on who have been spending the summer
or upper
Monday - morning, September 26, he pn a small faxm.nortn
will open court for "the purpose of "TWhfSvili leave early net: month
drawing grand and petit jurors for for the eaBt. Mr. and Mrs. Mc-- j
the fall term,' which commences in Greevy, who are well known vaudeville performers, will go from Las
Guadalupe county on September 23.
N. S. Burton and party from
Vegas to New York City, where they
111., stopped off in Las Vegas will open the season on the Orpheum
last night en route from their home circuit. Mr. McGreevy is none othto the Pacific coast They are mak- er than the famous 'country fiddler,
country
ing the trip acsoss country in a big and his wife the comical
Oldsmobile, and left this morn- girl, favorites throughout the Oring for Santa Fe. The 'party regis pheum circuit. Both of these vaudeN. ville stars have traveled throughout
tered In Las Vegas as follows:
s
S. Burton, B. Burton, R. Burton, G. the country, baying played as
Burton and W. G. Gray. There were
in cities in all sections.
t
e
three women In the party. Mr. McGreevy has made a
business of the stage, having worked
from the tent show to nis present
NO ACTION SOON.
class vaudeWashington, Aug. 23. No action is high standard in high
all types
with
has
traveled
ville.
He
'session
of
congress
expected at this
on the Works resolution for a single of troupes, from dog and pony shows
six year term for president and vice up through the blackface and Into the
He is an artist on
president. Senator Cummins, who has legitimate" stage.
the'
his
and
violin
Impersonation of
the measure fn charge, announced in
won him fame.
has
fiddler
the
country
to
was
he
tha
senate
the
prepared
'.
on the stage
went
Mrs.J
McGreevy
withdraw it from immediate consider
a song and
and
is
stil!
a
when
girl,
not
he1
would
It
knew
because
ation'
with her
She
artist.
appears
dance
be passed before adjournment.
husband as a country girl, in which
part she has made a big hit.
NO MORE TURKEY!
During their short residence in
London, Aug. 23. In view of the Las Vegas the popular vaudeville perImpending conclusion of peace, the formers have made many friends and
correspondent at Athens of the Times wllialways be welcomed In Las Vesays a deputation from the .Aegean gas should. they choose to cast their
Islands, which have been occupied by lot with Las Vegas in future sumthe Italians, will go to Rome to pre mers.':' -' '""
sent a memorial declaring the islandera will not accept the restoration of
WICKERSHAM TAKES HAND
Turkish rule.
contro
Washington Aug.
versy between Colonel Roosevelt and
PREDICTS GOOD VOTE. ;
Attorney General Wlckersham over
f Chicago, Aug. 23. Eugene Chafin, the efficacy of President Taft's ad.'candidate for president on the prohi- ministration of the Sherman antibition ticket;- - expresses " the- 'opinion trust' law1 was continued today with a
will get statement by the attorney
general.
ticket
Jthat the prohibition
million of the five- - millipn "first "Mn Roosevelt," said the attorney
votes" cast this year. Mr. Chafin's "ha shifted Ms ground very materialbecampaign began three weeks ago and ly since he began hie attempts' to
administration
of
work
this
125
little the
in that time he has made
in enforcing the Sherman law."
y

MEEVH

week-visitin-

Cen-trali- a,

;

head-liner-

life-tim-

ENGLISH AND, GERMAN EXPERTS
INVENT ARTIFICIAL
DAYLIGHT.
zle of the gun that the shot did not
scatter and the wound was ast smooth
London, Aug. 23. How to produce
and round as uiough made with a
artificial daylight seems to have been
rifle or a heavy revolver.
Mares made no attempt to escape. discovered in England and Germany
He gave himself up to the officers. at about the Bame time. The results
Dr. J. C. Baxter- was authorized to promise that artists will soon be able
act as coroner and a coroner's in- to paint by daylight lamps. Housequest was called, the session begin- wives will not have to wait for &
ning within an hour after the murder. bright day in order to match dress
Late this afternoon a verdict had materials.
Dr. C- - E. Kenneth, Mees, working
not been rendered. The hearing is
being conducted in the office of Jus- on,., the new Idea , In England, yestertice of the Peace Mora. The mem- day described, to, a London society
bers of the coroner s jury are: C. P. successful experiments wit)7the ,new
Daylight lamps originally
Matthews, Elias Medina, A. L Quin-tan- invention.
Ramon Salas, Pedro Montano, were intended for measuring the sensitiveness of photograph plates.
Lorenzo Martinez.
of
substantial
was
the
one
Constructs Great Filter.
Ortega
He Bald he first constructed a filter
men of Wagon Mound, owning several ranches in this vicinity and a num- by means of dyes, adjusted to follow
curve, which,
ber of business buildings inside the a
business district of the town. He after an initial failure, was satisfacalso was interested in a prosperous tory for his own work, but was not
saloon. Ortega was a leading repub-lica- a permanent affair, and hence he deand was known as one of the vised another with permanent dyes.
The difficulty was to find a satisfacmost respected of Mora county citizens. He is survived by a wife and tory blue. He discovered that and
'
Mares also is a got a permanent and almost perfect
several children.
Light power,
prominent republican and was well daylight resemblance.
85 per
loses
election
as
served
however,
by
absorption
of,
having
thought
Judge for his party last fall. Mares cent. Therefore, so far It was suithas a family. The tragedy happened able only In small rooms, but useful
with such startling suddenness that in correct matching of delicate
the town is In a state of excitement shades. .
Doctor Voege of Hamburg also conIt is likely Mares will be taken to
night to Mora to be lodged in the tributes to the illuminating and engicounty jail pending his. preliminary neering society's organ, an ebalorate
description of his method of studying
hearing.
color by artificial Illumlnants, show
ing the effects of gas, electric lights
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
and the existing daylight lamps on
Chicago, Aug. 23. Wheat opened colors, as compared with daylight it
strong today, Influenced by higher self. The doctor shows that most of
cables due to unfavorable weather In the
present illumlnants have an exth United Kingdom and smaller Ar cess of red and a
deficiency of blue
Scattered comgentine" shipments.
Deficiency In Red.
mission buying marked the early tradIn the German daylight lamps, an
ers and a quantity of December deliv Inclosed arc Is screened with suitable
ery wag disposed of at an advance
absorption glasses and the resultant
cents. The start was from
of
light approaches daylight closely in
to
cents higher, December opening blue and
green, but there la a defi
to 93
cents up, at 93
to
in red which, jl)t is believed
ciency
and resting at
September start- can be remedied by a combination
ad
to
ed
higher 93 to U
with carbon filament lamps.
cent and reacted to 94. The
vanced
Art galleries and large i buildings
close was. steady at nearly the botbe expected to "be' made like daymay
December finished
tom figures.
at night, by an improved type
light
a shade removed
cent higher at
of Inverted arc lamp If the flickerfrom the bottom, after having touch
ing can be overcome.
ed
Cash demand held good In corn and
with wheat strength made a firm mar NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
to
ket. Opening prices were from
New York, Aug. 23. The Irregular
cent shlgher. September led Willi tendency which, followed today's open
to ing of the stock market was main
cent up at 72
to
a start
73
keeping within the opening lim tained throughout the early session,
its In the early trades. December with the usual dullness after Initial
M to
higher at 54
opened
activity.
The
, to 65, and rested at
On rumors of a government suit
close was weak with December
against the American Telephone and
lower at 54.
Telegraph company, its shares fell a
In
oats
and
the
were
full point
plenty
Buyers
Bonds were Irregular. Some activ
opening was firm from a shade down
to
higher. December started k ity In minor specialties, including
to
higher at 33 to 33 and rested Mexican Petroleum, at higher prices,
at
and a slight shading In the Standard
Higher prices for live hogs tilted Issues, were the only features of th
provisions upward, the lntial advance dull late session.
The market closed firm. The final
being from 5 to 7 cents. January
was a favorite purchase, particularly hour was marked by great dullness
for export. October products opened but prices crept slowly upwards until
'

--

a,

spectro-photomer-

Written by EUKICAL. PORTER,
170 East 91st Street, New York, N. Y.
which the Postum
for
50
One of the
Jingles
Creek, Mich., paid $1000.00 in June.

e

n

93.

.

93,

93.

54.

33.

uniformly 5 cents higher with pork
$18.00; lard $10.9$ and ribs $10.97
The closing quotations for the day
were as follows:
Wheat, September 93; December

92.

Corn,
54.

'

September

72;

Oats, September 32

ber

December
;

Decem

32.

September $17.87.
Lard, September $10.95.
Ribs, September $10.92.
Pork,

e

You don't have to bake if, you don't have to fry it,
You don't have to wash it, or pee! it, or dry it.
You don't have to set it to rise over night,
'
You don't have to worry for fear its not right,
"
It's ready for you when you're ready to eat' it.
What is it? Why "Toasties!" Can anything: beat it?

FOR

From Page One)

they recovered the highest general
average of the day. A striking exception was Northwestern, which sold off
two points. The closing sales were:
87
Amalgamated Copper
American Beet Sugar
.....123
Atchison.

....

.......108

Great Northern

133

New York Central
Northern Paciflo
Reading . f
Southern Paciflo
Union Paciflo
United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd.

.11514
128
169
111.U
170
; 73

..............

11.3

WOMAN, DESPONDENT,
COMMITS A IIUBDEH HE HAY HAVE CAUSED
ONLY ARRIVAL OF NEIGHBORS
PREVENTS HER COMMITTING SUICIDE.
New York, Aug. 23. Despondent
because of Illness and that fact that
one of her seven children was a suf
ferer from infantile paralysis, Mrs.
Louis Nuniman, 35 years old, wife of
a wheelright, killed her crippled boy
and tried to kill herself and her four
weeks' old baby by gas asphyxiation
last night Neighbors discovered the
distracted woman's act In time to
save her life and that of the baby,
but the crippled boy, a lad of four,
was taken from her arms dead.

Everybody

reads The Optic.

FATAL EXPLOSIONS
MAN BELIEVED TO HAVE KILLED

HAITIEN PRESIDENT
IS FOUND.
Kingston, Jamaica, Aug. 23 A man
whom rumors credit with having
been the organizer of the series of
explosions at Port au Prince, Haytl,
August 8, last, when Gentfral
president' of the republic, perished in the flames
that destroyed

e,

the presidential palace, ah sarrived
here on the German steamer Syria
from Hayti.
The Jamaican authorities here refused to allow the man to land and
he will be returned to Hayti.

.1:
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New Remedy. That Removes Freckles
or Costs Nothing
Here's a chance Miss Freckle-Face- ,
to try a new remedy for freckles with
the guarantee of a reliable dealer
that it will not cost you a penny unless It removes the freckles, while
PAYS H!S if If- does give you a clear complexion, WOULD REPLACE O'DAY WITH
PROMOTER
CHICAGO
SUCCESSOR IN CINCINCOMPLIMENTS TO CAPTAIN
tbe expense Is trifling. '
NATI.
FORNOFF
ounce
of
an
othlne
Simply get
double strength, from any first class
Cincinnati,
Aug. 23. Garry HerJack Curley, promoter of the John- - druggist in Las Vegas and one night's
n
bout that was held at Las treatment will show you how easy mann one more is out with his lasso.
Vegas, July 4 , Is in Denver, accom- It Is to rid yourself of' 'the homely It wonjt be long before some hapless
panied by hia wife, a former Denver freckles and. get a beautiful com- ball tosaer Is branded as the manager
Rarely is more than one of the Cincinnati Reds.
girl. Mr. and Mrs. Curley are stop plexion.
This news and the remembrance of
ping at the Brown, and will leave to ounce needed for the worst case.
Be sure to ask the druggist for the the failures in the job of Cincinnati
morrow for San Francisco, says the
story, double strength othlne, as this is the boss must be enough to send all prosDenver Post. The following
written by Curley, will.be of interest,; only prescription sold under' guaran pective managers of the club scurry
follow the pugilistic game':': tee of money back If It falls to re ing to get under cover.
to
.
move freckles.
Hermann is now trying to slip the
My first visit to good old Denver'
,
over Otto Knabe of the Phillariat
.totUe,,,,
since,, thft0JonsoA-FlynnBill Sweeney
of the Boston
lies,
Las. Veeas. and I am glad of the
all night long, and he, died at 5 o'clock
or
P03t
Miller
Braves,
The
to
tell
Huggins of the St.
portunlty offered jiie
the '"following evening, i. However, a
Louis
Cardinals.
since
the
anair.
version
of
family my
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left Las Vegas I have said very little
on the subject, feeling that there is
no use crying over spilt milk. John
son won and Flynn lost; that's all
there Is to it However, the ending
was very unsatisfactory to me. But
the referee's verdict cannot be appealed from, and no square sportsman
should dispute a referee's, decision.
Mr. Smith was agreed upon to judge
the bout His decision counts, and no
stepped
more honest official ever
through the ropes.
The unsatisfactory ending comes
mostly through the actions of Captain
Fornoff, who, In my opinion, had no
right on earth td stop the fight. I
was one of the first by Ms side after
he climbed Into the ring. I asked him
what he was doing and he said: "Wo
don't want any prize fights here."
Captain Fornoff was the personal rep
McDonald
resentative of Governor
adaud, Inasmuch as the bout was
Mcand
months
several
for
vertised
Donald foundi out to his satisfaction
that he could not Interfere with it
and McDonald also showed that he
was trying to carry water on both
shoulders I' see no reason why For
noff permitted the men to enter the
Ting at all. If he wanted no prize
fights he should have stopped It at
2 o'clock and not waited until John
son was entitled to his $30,000 and
the public had paid their money to
witness a greatly advertised bout
Way down deep, I have a reeling
that It was Fornoffs orders to stop
the match as soon as any "possible-er- r
cuse presented itseir.
One thing Is sure at the finflsh
Flynn was just as strong as he was
when he left the training quarters.
Very true, Johnson outpointed him up
to that time, hut he did not have him
in anything like a distressed condi
tion, and there Is no telling how soon
the big black might have tired and
Flynn come from behind, as the race
horse people would say, and beaten
Personally, I
out the r champion.
would have much rather seen Flynn
counted out than to have had the bout
end tb$ way It did, and I might add
that those are Flynn's own sentiments
I

as well;
In connection with Captain Fornoffs

tender heart and not wanting any
prize fights at the sight of a little
red blood from the bridgo of Flynn's
nose, coming from a little skin scratch
which appeared daily at the training
quarters when Flynn was iboxlng with
his own sparring partner, I would tell
of a little happennlng at Las Vegas 48
hours before the fight, and the public
can draw Its own conclusions as to
Captain Fornoffs tenderness. Two
evenings before the fight an Italian
stepped from a northbound Santa Fe
train onto the platform at Las Vegas
and without a moment's hesitation
slashed his throat with a sharp knife.
The wound was deep and bled freely.
In a drizzling rainfall, which a few
minutes later turned Into a heavy
downpour, the Italian keeled and fell
face downward. Captain Fornoff, rep- resting the governor, Chief of Police
Coles of Las Vegas and Captain Williams, chief secret service man of the
Santa Fe railroad, were but a few
feet away when this happened. They
were watching the Incoming trains
for undesirables. The poor Italian was
allowed to remain on the ground from
9 o'clock
that night until after 8
Foro'clock the following morning.
noff would not touch the case,
he would not assume the responsibility of the state paying out
any money to save the poor fellow's
life. Chief Coles said It was not a
case for the city to handle and Captain Williams disclaimed responsibility on behalf of the Santa Fe railroad,
because the man was thoughtful and
kind enough to step from the train
to commit the deed. After considerable delay the tenderhearted law officers secured a tarpaulin, used to
cover freight, and tenderly spread it
over the dying man. There he was
allowed to remain In his own blood

Since Hermann broke into baseball

en months like Flynn was, could not
ha allowed a little nosebleed.
All along Governor McDonald, urged
on by Albuquerque jealousies and op
position, hindered the progress of the
fight The Santa Fe was Intimidated

more than a decade ago he has tried
as hard as he knew how to produce a
winner.
Money has been spent lavishly and trades of all sorts pulled
off, but the jinx still sticks. Manahave fallen down on the job in,
against making proper rates and the gers
to go elsewhere and
Denver delegation, well knows that Cincinnati only
bob up with a winner; but win In Cinthey were forced to go- down there cinnati
why, It's getting to be the
in tourist cars, which plainly showed
of
baseball world.
Joke
the
the railroad's stand on the fight I
Won Elsewhere.
Kelley
if
a sporting man,
dare say that
was the first of the failJoe
Kelley
matchmaker or manager would make
ures. After several years of Indifpromises like those made to me and
successr while tolling for Herferent
then break them he would never again
he went to Toronto and promann,
be permitted to couple his name with
duced a winner right off the reel,
Above
all these
the sport game.
that team up in the
hinderances I saw financial losses and he has kept
one, when he
race
except
every
year
staring me in the face, but rather was
the Boston
Into
cajoled
managing
than permit a bunch of hypocrites
J
Braves.
to stop; the fight I went ahead, takat
Ned
teacher
Hanlon,
Kelley's
In oring a chance to go stone-brok- e
Baltimore, followed his former pupil
der to stage the event
as boss of the Reds. Hanlon's suc-
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Regarding Flynn's future plans, I
feel positive that he Is the best white
man in the world, and- even If he
were not I would not dissolve with
him at this time. Flynn went through
with his program and contract like
a game, manly man. Not once did
he ask me what the financial remuneration would be; "'not once did he
interfere with my plans. and, actions.
All the way through,' a mere sugges
tion from me was law with him. I
think Flynn will again work his way
to the top rung M the pugilistic lad
der, plowing his way through Miller,
McCarthy, WIHIard, "Wells and. Palzer,

.

cess with the
athletes was
noticeable only for Us absence. Hermann was really grateful when Hanlon, disgusted with baseball In gener
al and with the Cincinnati brand In
nartlcular. retired to his Baiting
domicile to enlov the fortune I
made In his long diamond se
John Ganzel vi
down on the ol
ho has done not
for that club,
rag this yer
thjng can (
baseball.
m
red-hose- d

re
-

it

s
i
i

"

1
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Jim Flynn ,and if there 1"'
lutlon of tasiness relation ieevveen
us It will have to come from the
Flynn end. I am heart and soul with
Jim and figure him entitled" to every
consideration. .
4 j
Tomorrow morning t wIU ieave for
San Francisco, where, on Labor Day,
Flynn will fight the Frisco white
hope, Charlie Mlller.: ' Jim Coffroth'
Is staging the bout at Daly City and
the whole world knows that Coffroth
I? not In the habit of monkeying with
"dead ones." He Informs me that a
house Is. sure to wit''
ness the match.
s

and had lost another through a wild
pitch, Clark Griffith couldn't produce,
a winner in Qincipnati, But take a
Slant at Lis success since leaving
he Reds. Taking the-- Washington
club at. the start of this season, he
has converted that perennial tailend-e- r
into a real pennant contender
which has not yet been counted out
of the race by a single critic the
country over.
And now we come to the case of
Hank O'Day. Poor old Hank labored
under the delusion that umpiring in.
the National league was the worst
fate that could come to any man. He
TODAY'S BASEBALL.
sees his mistake, He has worried
National League;
j
more, has lost more sleep and spent
Pittsburg, Augif23. First, game:
''':' '"
''R.H.K. more anxious moments since the
.m';
'.'
1 8 0 opening of the season than ever-be-Pittsburg .7.!
New York
2 11 1 fore in his career.
And his troubles
Robinson, Cole and Gibson; Ames, aren't over, for his team is still slipCrandall and Meyers. Ten Innings. ping. Now he has begun to count the
'
days utnil October 6, when the Reds
American League.
Washington, Aug. 23. First game: meet the Pirates In the final game.

record-berakln-

f
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R. H. E.

1
:
. .1.87
Washington . . .
Detroit
:....l 6 4 HONORS FOR OLYMPIC ATHLETE3
Johnson and Ainsmith; Dubuc,
New York, Aug. 23. All of New
'
'
Works and Stanage.'
York, or at least all of the large proportion of its Inhabitants who 'take
an interest in sport and athletics, la
MET DEATH AS SOLDIER agog in anttpicatlon of the great de
monstration to be1 given here tomor
row in honor of the American athletes
AND
AS MURDERER who carried the Stars and
Stripes to
victory In the recent Olympic games
The final arrangeJOSE CANDELARIO, WHILE WANT- at Stockholm.
ments
which
were;
completed , today
ED BY AUTHORITIES, WAS
Indicate that the demonstration will
KILLED IN BATTLE, ,
be one of the most notable affairs of
kind , ever witnessed in Gotham.
Los Angeles, Cal., Aug. 23. A sol- its
from the mayor of the city
Everyone,
dier's death came to Jose Candelaric,
down to the smallest pupils In the
wanted in Los Angeles on the charge
of having murdered J,,, J. Felter, a public schools, appears interested in
the celebration. Broadway, from
merchant, according tp , informartori
street to the city hall, is
available in this city today. Ha is
with
Bald to have been In the recent bat- being handsomely decorated
and bunting for the parade
tle at Casas Grandes, Mexico. .Cande-lario- , flags
which will be the leading feature of
with Louis A. Geek, now under
demonstration of welcome.
arrest at El Paso, was charged A'itfc the
having entered Felter's store and A
vast amount of ill health is due
killed him with an axe.
to Impaired digestion. When the stomenBoth men were said to have
ach falls to perform its functions protered the ranks of the Mexican reb- perly the whole system becomes deels, Geek seeking a hiding place in ranged. A few doses of Chamberlain's
the United States a few weeks ago, Tablets is all you need. They will
your digestion, Invigorate
while Candelarlo remained to fight strengthen
your liver, and regelate your bowels,
and to be killed. Extradition papers entirely doing away with that miserwere, prepared for Geek and officers able feeling due to faulty digestion,
were expected to leave for El Pao Try it. Many others have been permanently cured why not you? Fol
;
today.
'
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a

Church Tower Where Separatists
Were Confined.
m

L, L. Brewster and Bradford, Who Formed
Resolution of Going to Holland,
Were Apprehended and Placed
In Boston Edifice.

FiOr, Prep

rffiR$.

Pill

1

Cor Grand and Douglas Ave.
Sast Las Vegas, N. M.

London.
The tower of Boston
church In Lincolnshire stands proud
and queenlike, its foot all Dut lappea
bv th suit Rnrav of the Wash. Itself
Is Boston the Boston w,htch tourists
LAS VEGAS GARAGE
from the greater city of Massacnusetta
M BIEHL, Propietor
carry home in the mind's vision. Yet
from
several points of view the grand
416 Grand Ave
old church, in spite of Its- - lofty pinnacles and sweet carillon, Is less
Phone Main 447
and less an embodiment of
the local paBt than a building a hun
Battery Charging Station
dred yards away, which Is barniike
Automobiles lor Hire
bv rnmnarison. This is the old Guild
hall, long Bince disused for municipal
assembles, and now to be turned into
a town's museum as a memorial to
the late King.
,
It still nossesses a grave dignity.
You can conjure up the day when it
was the house of the uuua oi we
RlflHSftd Marv
Queen Mary the Tudor
and had a table of alabaster two
Carriage Manufacturer,
yards In length, above which were
General Blacksmithing,
'five candlestyks hanging U Ke potts.
Th deserted banauetlng hall makes
Carriage Painting
It easy to Imagine the prodigal way In
DEALER IN
which toasts were honored here In
old world Novembers when the cor?
and
Hardware
Heavy
poratlon of this ancient borough had a
Wagon Material
prestige few others could rival. The
great west window is still filled with
early tracery and some remnants of
the ancient stained glass. And the
ample hearths are here, and below In
P. MACKEL
the kitchens Is the appetizing spit,
'
and there Is something less Jovial than
... HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
In the kitchen. It holds a num
a
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging berspit
of prison cells.
and Glazing.
The writer fitted himself into the
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
cramped space of one of them, and
West Side Plaza . . . .Old Town the gate was clanged to; but he had
no Buch sinking of the heart as some
others must have felt 300 years ago.
a. vague tradition has It that John Cot-Iovicar of Boston, and leader of the
Puritans in the new world, was lm- LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED

A. II. Lorenzen
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KEWLY REMODELED
Private Baths and Lavatories

1

Steaui Heat
PrivatelTelephones
Rates $2.50 per day and up
AMERICAN PLAN
Speeial Rates by Week or Month

TELEPHONE

(IAIN.

4

$100 REWARD $100

The readers of thl papor will be
pleared to learn that there la at least
one dread disease that science has
been able to cure In all its stages, and
hat is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
Is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh be-ins a constitutional disease, requires a
constitutional treatment Hall's Cat
arrh Cure Is taken Internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease,
and giving the patient strength by
building up the constitution and assisting nature In doing its work. The pro
prietors have so much faith in its curative powers that they offer One Hun
dred Dollars for any case that it fails
to cure. Send for list of testimonials
Address F. J. CHENEY
ledo, Ohio.
l
Sold
drugsts, 75a

&

CO., To

by-al-

Take Hall's Family Pills for const!
pation.
One of the most common complaints
working peoplo are afflicted
with is lame back. Apply Chamber- Iain's liniment twice a day and mas

that hard

SOLVED

PRGSLEM

Squire Perkins Quickly Explained the
High Coat of Living to the
Village Loafers,
We were sitting around the redhot
itove In the lobby of the village tavern, and Just when a Rilence had
'alien upon the group one man turned

another and asked:
"Squar Perkins, If you don't mind,
t'd like to ask you a question."
The squire didn't say whether he
minded or not, but the other went
ahead with:
"It's about this 'ere high cost ot livHave you figgered out what's
ing.
the reason for ltT"
"I have," was the answer.
"Then I'd like to hear It."
"Did you raise any wheat, corn or
aats last year?"
to

"Noap."
"Any potatoes, beets or carrots?"
"Noap."
"Didn't raise nothing whatever to
"Guess I didn't."
"Just ate all you could of what ' other folks raised?"
"Looks that way.-- 1
"And sot around and .let your wife
take In washing to support you?"
"Why, she likes to wash." '
"WelL I've answered your question.
You and 100,000 lazy loafers like you
boosted the cost of living!"
I expected to see a row follow, but
none came. There was a minute ot
Buapense and then the questioner
yawned and stretched and exclaimed:
g
"Well, by thunder! I've been
pus-slin-

over that matter for more'n a
year and here you have solved It In
three minlts!" Detroit
News-Tribun-

Corner of Old Boston Church.
prisoned here. I have it on the authority of a' Boston minister, who
knows the story of the Guildhall
through and through, that the ' tradition is baseless. Indeed, was John
Cotton ever imprisoned anywhere?
Nevertheless, these cruel stones are
It is
sacred to the PUgram-Fathers- .
part of history that some of the Separatists, including William Brewster
and William Bradford, formed the resolution of going from Boston to Holwere ap
land by a Dutch sloop,
prehended at the point of sailing, and
contumely, ' in
lodged, not without
these very cells. The cells were in
the nature of a place of retention
while the prisoners were awaiting the

magistrates, rather than an actual
Qungeon m wmcn tney served a sentence. But it was a heartbreaking ex
perience for the elders, meaning
months of confinement for some of
them. Brewster suffered the most
It is strange by what threads the
present is bound to the distant past.
A few paces from this very Guildhall
there Is another illustration of time's
At the back of a timber
whirligigs.
Hussey tower, a
yard is the
structure about as old as the
Tattershall castle, ten miles away.
The owner was Sir John Hussey, who
was beheaded by Henry VIII. for high
treason. At about the same period a
sum of money was left by a member
of the Hussey family for the educa
,

red-bric- k

sage the parts thoroughly at each ap
plication, and you will get quick relief. tion of black slaves, and, strangely
For sale by all dealers.
enough, the fruits of that legacy have
quite recently been applied to the
S.
Mr. W.
Gansalus, a farmer living work of Dr. Karl Kumm in Africa.
near Fleming, Pa., says he has used That old
tower, with its broken paraChamberlain's Colic. Cholera and Di
arrhoea Remedy in his family for four- pet, and the land about It is, through
teen years, and that he has found It to a mediaeval bequeathment, assisting
be an exiellent remedy, and takes tht Regions Beyond Missionary union.
pleasure In recommending It. For Is It not strange how old things work
themselves out?
ale by all dealers.
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CRAB'S WALK OF
Homing

S3

MILES

Instinct Is Shown by Some
Recent Experiments In
England.

Some remarkably Interesting details regarding the movements and the
homing instinct of the edible crab
were presented to. the Eastern Sea
Fisheries Committee.
During the
past two years Fishery Inspector H.
Donnison has been carrying out investigations on behair of the committee, and the results of his work
cannot fail, to be of considerable uss
to those concerned in biological research.
In the course pf an exhaustive report he stated that between July and
September, 1910, nearly two thousand
crabs were captured, and after being
labeled were again set free along the
Norfolk and Lincolnshire coasts. The
crabs had recently cast. their shells,
and new ones were then In process
of hardening. Jv,
. B .,
Rewards were paid to fishermen
upon returning the crabs when recaptured., They were returned to the sea
at varying distances from the shore,
and up to the present 21 per cent of
the labeled crustaceans had been recaptured and full data tabulated.
With regard to the Norfolk crabs
liberated In the places from which
they were originally obtained, flfty-tw- o
were recaptured within one mile
of their first home, but one traveled
is far as Flamborough Head, a distance of ninety-eigh- t
statute miles.
Nearly three hundred had traveled
only three or four miles from where
they were originally taken. London
Standard.
,
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first and
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SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

WANT
RATES

RANT AN

A II

month. Vaitin broth- ra cordially invited.
Herman, W. If.; . A. Msmr,

XX

Secretary.

,

cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line. LA8 VEQAt COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
No sd to occupy less space than two
4 KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Re
lines. All
advertla ments charged
ulaj coneiaTS ae&4 Tft
will be booked at spaoe actually set,
day is each month at
without regard to number of words
Temple at 7:20 p. m. C. D.
Cash In advance preferred.
Boucher, B. C; Chaa. Tuame, R
Five

Ifa-aoui- o

EL

DORADO LODGE
NO.
1,
KNIGHTS
OF PYTHIAS Meet
very Monday evening la Caatle 11m3,
Visiting Knights art
invite.
cordially
4,2Chas. E. Liebsoat ,
y .J mer, chancellor
Commander.
Ham
Martin, Keeper
Records and Seal.
-

.

i

B.

P. O. ELKS

Meets,

aid

second

fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. R. C. hall, Vlsltlnf
brothers are- - cordially invited. P.

corder.

D. McElroy,

Exalted
Condon, Secretary.

Ruler.

D. W,

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. t, ROYAL
ARCH MASONS &ei&T eonvocar
r
ATTORNEYS
tioa trst Monday in each
,.
i
me&t& at Maconie Tempi, at T:t p. m. It. R. Geo. H. HUNKER & HUNKER
Hunker
Chester A.
WUUams, H. P.; F. O.
!
1 1
'" 'i '""
Blood. Secretary.
i
Attorneys at Lsw.
mm4ttmmntm
Las Vegas,
New mxi
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN X
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. L O. E.
-- HtUi erst
tiiri Fridays in
LOCAL TIIIE
Uz&tt&i Ttssjls. Un. T. B.
Eowen,
Wortiy Matroa; jams O. Railed se
EAST SOUND
WANTED Ten girls for "4" show,
Worthy Patroa; Un. George Tripp,
Arrive
at
Carnival
Apply
Secretary. Pbons Mala
UO
grounds.
No.
."... :10 p. m..
. 1:11 p.
Grand avtnu.
No.
4.
.. .11:05 p m.. .11:10 .
WANTED Experienced
cook.
In
. 1:26 a.
quire 823 Sixth street
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO. No. 8.... 1:15 a. m..
No. 10.".. .. 1:45 p. m..
. 1:10
s
101 Meets every
at
Monday night
O. R. C. Hall, on Bonxlaa avenna. at
WEST BOUND
8 o'clock.
Visiting aaomhem are
No. l......l:20 p. m.......l:4t p.
cordially weleome. a. n. cuhrfn
No. 3..
WILL, SELL at a sacrifice, a horse. president; J. T. BnWer,
6:10 a. m
6:16 p.
secretary;
No.
u. H. Bally, treasurer.
4:40 p. m
4:60 a.
buggy and harness. Inquire Mrs. L.
No. 9
6:35 p. m.... .. .7:00 p.
P. Wrfight 509 Sixth, street.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC
FOR SALE Fine span mules; horBe;
Meet in the forest of brother!
cow; yearling heifer; two sets harlove at Woodmen of the Wor!
ness; saddle;
Moline wagon;
hall, on the second and fourth Ft
John Deere corn planter; walking
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. CI
cultivator and homestead relinConsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Vij
quishment. 1017 Seventh street.
lng neighbors are especially
w
come and cordially invited. V
FOR SALE Several good Jersey
milk cows, fresh and coming, fresh. J. E.
ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
Ackerman Dairy,
. 6. of B. B. Meets
every Oral
71
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HARD-WORKIN- G

They

SWISS

DOGS

Are Used as Draft Anlmali
and Are Not Always Well

Treated.

An amended law for the prevention
of cruelty to animals, such as thai
which came into force in England on
New Year's day, Is much needed in
Switzerland. Not that the Swiss as a
nation are cruel to animals, one ol
the best proofs of which is the number of sleek cats about For when
people have learned to be kind to cati
they have generally learned to b
fairly' kind to animals In general
But, whethnr,from thoughtlessness oi
some other cause, there Is a good deal
to be desired in the way draft dogs
are treated in Switzerland.
Dogs, as
every visitor to the country must
have observed, are still employed
there for drawing or helping to draw
all kinds of light carts. Most milkmen 'and bakers employ dogs when
taking around milk or bread. Butchers and vegetable fruit sellers also
use them. These dogs are, of course,
all of strong build, but of very different breeds, those most commonly employed being of the St Bernard' oi
market' 'day the
frivueUfrracv .Oa
streets of Berne are full of them.
As a rule they do not look ill fed and
their harness fits them well. Nevertheless, it Is evident that they are
often hard worked, for they may be
seen lying stretched full length asleep
on the cold, wet ground, or even on
the snow, and this, after they have
been heated by the exertion of pulling, frequently causes pneumonia oi
rheumatism. Pall Mall Gazette.
--

Laziness.

Shumate's Studio
Miss.Shumate is a graduate
lu Art a',nd Photography
and a Student with the Old
Masters of Europe.

HE

HOW

OPTIC,

Persons may share the common
complaint of laziness without any appreciation of how far it Is responsible
for the saddest caseB of mental and
moral disintegration. Laziness is really the key to a large share of what
passes for lack of balance and perhaps
for insanity. It takes hold in the
schoolroom where pupils slight the
work they most need because they
like it least. Having shirked the
studies which would have done most
to balance their mentalities, they pro
ceed to emphasize this Iopsidedness
by refraining from every line of en
deavor which is not to their liking.
They find a hundred excuses for do
ing so, but nearly always their excuses
are not reasons. They do only what
they llfce until finally they do not like
doing that. Then they drift and re
gret that the ravens of today are not
as active In their charities as in the
days of Elijah.

MARK

GRAVE

OF

' HEROINE

Clubwomen to Preserve Memory of
Woman Who Gave Life to Help ,
Smallpox Sufferers.

!t,

a

Clubwomen, assisted by the 'doctors of North Blllerica, Mass., are taking steps to preserve the memory of
Sarah Hodgeman, who gave her life
more than a century ago In her efforts
to help neighbors who were suffering
from smallpox.
It happened during
the smallpox epidemic in 1811.
On
learning that a family of four persons
with two guests were 111 with the dis- ase, and had no one to help them.
Miss Hodgeman, against the protest of
er family and friends, entered the
infected house and did all in her pow--r
for its Inmates.
Within two weeks it was noticed
that the customary smoke did not curl
rom the chimney. Some of the towns
folk finally mustered up courage to In
It was found that the envestigate.
tire household, Sarah Hodgeman in- - FOR SALE Twin cylinder motorcy
cle Very little used. $125. Agua
luded, had died of the disease. It is
tow propqsed to erect' a monument in
Pura Co.
he place of the old gray headstone
which marks her grave.
"" Hope Not Realized.;
Dean Sumner of the Cathedral S3.
peter and Paul related the following
story at the recent banquet of the
Chicago Association of Commerce at
the Hotel Sherman.
"A little Jewish
boy went to his father on Christmas
day and asked him for a quarter.
Upon receiving It he sauntered out
Into the city streets and didn't return
until evening. His father called him
as, he came in and inquired what he
did with the quarter he had been given. 1 went to the candy shop next
door and changed it into nickels,' said
the boy. 'Then I went to the news
stand on the corner and changed the
nickels into pennies.
After that I
went back to the candy shop and got
Bve nickels for my pennies, and then
I went to the delicatessen and got a
i
quarter for my five nickels.
.""But why did you do all thatr de
manded the father.
"1 hoped that somebody might
make a mistake and give me too
much," replied the boy."

For flmnt

Tuesday ot the month in the vestry
rooms of Temple Montefiore at I
o'clock p. m. Tlsitins brothers are
Invited,
oordSJly
Isaae Appal
President; Charles Oreenclay, See
i
t.
rotary.

FOR
rooms
and
two connecting rooms
fo ' light
housekeeping. Call 619 Twelfth St
Phono Main 1M
RENT--Furnlshe-

FOR RENT Two room furnished
house. 921 Lincoln avenue.

Secretary; Karl Werts, Treasurer;
cemetery trustee.

bl
r

a

CO.

- "I was
cured of diarrhoea by one
dose of Chamterlaln'8, Colio, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy," writes M. E.
Gebhardt Oriole, Pa. There is nothing better. For sale by all dealers.

C. V. Hedgcock,

Dr. C. H. Ellsworth , Dentist ' Id F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuee
Baldwin St, Rochester, N. Y. says Foday evenings each month, at Wood
ley's Kidney Pills gave him immediate
man hall. Visiting Brothers cor
relief and strengthened him wonder
dially invited to attend. A. M
"I
have been bothered with
fully.
Adler,
President; E. C. Ward, Se
weak kidneys and bladder trouble and
suffered much pain. Foley Kidney
retary.

sa

Phone Main 227

I. O. O.

F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
1. Meets every Monday
evening ai
their ha'l on Sixth street All visit
lng brethren cordially invited to at
tend. J . D. Fridanstine, N. V Q.;
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Ebrood

m

Our Ice is made from Pure distilled
water, free from germs and as
healthful as can be. There Is no
danger of contracting disease from
our ice, but the beneficial results
from the use of it are many. Order
some today;
tt will be delivered

WILL rent my six room furnished KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNC't
stone house by September 1. No .NO. 804. Meets second and fonn
Thursday m O. R. C. hall. Pione.
tuberculosis. Apply 1013 Eleventh
'
building. Visiting members are or
Street
dtally in vied. Peter Emenaker, G.
K., Richard Devine, F. 8.
promptly.
FOR RENT My twelve room furnish
THE CRYSTAL ICE
ed residence. Apply 803 Jackson.

fins gave me immediate relief and
strengthened me wonderfully. I am
A Polvalot Plavwrloht.
pleased to recommend their nse." O.
M. Dario Nlccodeml is a rittwn nf G. Sehaefer and Red Cross Drug Store,
the world. He was born In Italy. He
was reared In the Argentine Republic,
"Were all medlclnea aa mprHnHnm
where he was initiated in Spanish cul- as Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
ture. He wrote his first play in the Diarrhoea Remedy the world would
It was nro. be much better off and the Ttercentapo
language of Cervantes.
duced at Buenos Ayres and was called of suffering reatly decreased," writes
"La Duda" (The Doubt).
undsay scott oi Temple, Ind. For
Soon after that an Italian nftrn In sale by all dealers.
South America offered a prize for an
acceptable play in her mother tongue.
M. Nlccodeml took the nriza with hl
Died Cheering the Kaiser.
The bravery displayed by the mu play "Fer la Vita." He soon after
sicians on the Titanic and the simllai ward wrote "L'Hirondelle" fTh Swat
exhibition on the English ship Birken low) in French and it Is nlavcd nt
head recalls also the patriotic conduct Brussels. At Paris he began his work
of the band on board the German gun Dy translating and adapting the Eng
boat litis, which went to the bottom lish play of "Raffles." LeCride Paris
of the Chinese, sea on August 25, 1896-Th-e
0)
scene was at that time described
Recovers
18
Years
Lost.
Ring
of
the
few
survivors
by one of the
A
disaster, which claimed 118 of the Mrs. classH. rine lost 18 vnarn ne-- hr
A ILK I mr-vJ.
Reese, when Rh wnmnn.
litis' crew. He said that the men
of
the Lancaster high school, was
stood at parade, the band played pil
Q- "Hefl Dlr lm Siegerkranz" with all restored to the owner.
Mrs. Reese, then Miss Leila L. Ur- the precision and force of which they
were capable and swinging their caps, bam. lost the rine. which waa emrrav.
the officers and men went down cheer ed with her name, while walking on
the lawn of her home. It was recoving the kaiser.
ered by men resetting
fnnrn. T.an,
caster Correspondent
Philadelphia
FOR THE CHILDREf
Women Fought With Pitchforks.
Public Ledger.
AL80 FOR GROWN PERSONS
A duel with pitchforks took place
RELIABLE
QUICK - SAFE
at Dijon, near Paris, France, the other
A Cruel" Retort
NO OPIATES
NO NARCOTICS
day, between two women, They both
Tm afraid of woman softrage,"
worked in a biscuit factory, and were
The women said Little Binkg. "My wife is a mili FOLEY'S IIOIIEYakd TAP
continually quarreling.
In their workroom, tired of the tant suffragette, but up to date I am
Caesar in my house."
CGMPOKD
perpetual bickerings, advised them to Julius
"I guess you
Blnks, I guess you
settle their differences In a fight The
COMMON
COLD neglected may go
A
"There, ain't
two women armed themselves with are," said Wiggles.
quicKiy into tKuuf, tsKUNCHlTIS, or
ones
Caesar
deader
than
many
Julias
a
In
and
lonely
PNEUMONIA which often means a sudfought
pitchforks
den fatality. Keep FOLEY'S HONEY
field. News of the duel soon spread in this world." Harper's Weekly.
AND TAR COMPOUND always in tha
and the police hurried to the field
bouse and give at mat sign of a cold.
where they found one of the women
She Talked Too Much.
Keiuse substitutes.
lying unconscious with a wound in hw
Mrs. Benham Money talks.
Red Cross Drug Co.
head.
Benham Keep the change, pleas.
O. G. Sehaefer

A. S.

Jones, of the Lee Pharmacy,

Chlco, Cal., who has handled Foley &
Co's medicines for many years, saya:
"I consider that Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound has no equal, and is the
one cough medicine I can recommend
as containing no narcotics or other
harmful properties." The genuine in
a yellow package. O. G. Sehaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store.

RETAIL PRICES
.

tfiS

lb.

f

More, Each Delivery

to Ijmt (tak, Eaeh Delivery
MS Is to 1S Ibe Eao Delivery
It lbs. ta .Ms Ibe Each Delivery
Lose Than H lbs. Each Delivery

1,61

Use.

.....,.....

tSe per Ittlw
5c per IN Iks.
SSe per 1M Ibe.
4So per 1C3 lbs.
SSe per ICS lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPAlNY
Harvesters, Storer's and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
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ANT Ad;
Are Best

--

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out thelpeopleto whom among al
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell is"WORTH MOST to
one who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.

Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper. Want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ai3. are read by all possible buysrs, of a
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!
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Sana.
tesJrccy

Your EJk tie is in Talchert's
dow.

fo advance
.,

in)

0jq

Opera Bar.
and

"

The Las Vegas lodge of the JU'Nal
B Rith gave an enjoyable dance last
night in the Fraternal Brotnerhood
hall. A large number or the members of the lodge and their friends at
tended the affair.

WE

u

Tomorrow afternoon at 2 o'clock
a number of prominent educators and
citizens will address the students of
the San Miguel county normal instltute on topics of Interest. The meet-- ,
Ing will be held In the Nortib, school
building on the West Bide where the
institute Is now In session.- .Those
who will speak are Alvan N. While,
state superintendent of public in
struction; Filadelfo Baca, assistant
state superintendent of public instruction; Louis O. Ilfeld, state senator; Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president of the New. Mexico Normal University, and Eleuterio Baca. The public Is cordially Invited to be .present.
In the near future Dr. M. F.
county
superintendent of
schools,
expects to hold a public
meeting in the court house to be addressed by leading educators.

Ol

-

Ears
Per Dozen

'

In the near future a beautiful
000
soda ' fountain
will be installed in the Potter candy
store on Douglas avenue. Preparations are being made for the installation of the fountain at an early date.
The show window of the store is being taken out, as the new fountain
will be located on the west wall near
the front.
Seats will bo built in
across the front of the store, for the
comfort of the patrons, in the space
now "Occupied by' "the show" window.
The new fountain will have a bar
space of 21 feet, being 12 feet across
the front and four and a half along
the sides. The fixture is to be of
with a mahogany back
marble,
ground, and will be the finest in the
Becker-Babcoc-

w

I

ARNS

S

GROCER

-

We

SCCLEN CCCaS,

4

have on hand a complete stock

VLC3V

SCF.EENS

of,

AND WI7.E

SCREtMNQ

At The Most ReasofiablePriCCs

s

rr

GO

OmJtm

southwest.

"

Old Town

150

k

Hot waffies and
White Kitchen.
maple syrup every morning.

Get our quotations before buying

Phone Main

We Do

Mt's Right"

Ladies Lingerie

GOAL MOB- VJQQB

Laundered

-

'

NUT

LUMP
WHOLESALE A D RETAIL
T

EVERYBODY

This cut illustrates one of the

ElClufi Hi THE WEST

READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

and returned to your home in
the "it is new" appearance
you would expect had it just
arrived from your dressmakers.
Our expert girl ironers have
the facility, gained by long
experience, of bringing back
the originaj beauty. And our
charges for this work are
very reasonable."

'LEFTY LOUIE" SAID TO BE
CATED IN "SOUTHWESTERN
CITY"

the ambition of the members
of the Las Vegas grant board and
James It. Thorpe, the Denver capital
ist, to be able to announce tomorrow
that they have reached a conclusion
of their deliberations regarding the
proposition of Mr. Thorpe to complete
the Camfield Irrigation project. The
grant board has been in constant sea
sion since Monday morning, even go
ing so far as to hold night meetings.
Mr. Thorpe and his associate, Harold
W. Moore, have been present at a
large number of those meetings In order to answer any questions the mem
bers of the board might desire to ask.
That D. A. Camf'dd will arrive to
night from Greeley. Colo., was an
nounced this morning. It is believed
after his arrival it will not take ion?
for the grant board
to "determine
whether or not it cares to accent the
Thorpe proposition, as the . latter is
declared to- hinge materially npoii
the action taken in regard to the le
gal proceedings against Camfield. It
Is understood Mr. Camfield will be
perfectly 'willing to relinquish Iii3
contract in favor of Thorpe if the
latler's proposition Is accepted.

line of furnishings for the
Elks' dedication, also Costonlan full
dress shoes, at Taichert's, Douglas
avenue.

i-

li

It

A full

0

rf

-

Fineh't Golden Wedding Rye,
in the wood.
Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course

have plenty of the Extra Fancy Preserving
.
-lbs.
25
for $1.C0.
Pears,
N. B.

SHYER

n

1

forget the big Spanish (lance
at the Rosenthal hall tonight.

r

rr;:

win-

GRANT BOARD
AND THORPE
HOPE TO ARRIVE AT SOME
'
UNDERSTANDING.

Don'jt

11 lbs. Cane Sugar for $1.00
.30
6 34 lbs. Cane Si:,ar-fo3 14 lbs. Cane Sugar for .25
.

ce hade to:.:o:,;:o'j

"White Kitchen.
Hot waffles
maple synip every morning.

1--

(

th

RC

15 lbs. Beet Sugar for $1.00
7 14 lbs. Beet Sugar for . 59
3 2 lbs. Beet Scarier. .23

Co

.1

Tit a dram of Ola Taylor bourbon

we will continue to sell

Gt

WilMl

im

Sea Van Pettea for lnsurauca.

Until (here is a change

t

ill ttM

".

'

The market is iSeady wilh a

I
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LOCAL NEWS

SI

Is

New York,

LO-

la Fall Suits

Louis Heinz- Luie," has becm

Aug. 23.

alius "Lefty

located in the suburbs of a southwest
ern city near me KOCKy mountains
and two detectives of the district attorney's staff .have been sent to ar
rest the much wanted gun man in
the Rosenthal murder case. The au
thorities did not mention the name
of the place.
The blackmail phase of the Rosen
thal murder case Is now being probed
by District Attorney Whitman, who
has let it become known that he, had
obtained evidence implicating a police inspector and a civilian in graft
ing. While Mr. Whitman will not
commit himsejf, it is known that he
expects to , offer' a complete conf es
sion from a man "higher up" in poll
tics, whose" story will lay bare the
graft system and whose narration
will involve many others' "who have
profited by blackmail on gambling
and disorderly houses', if
Charles C. Steinert and James C
White, policemen, were arraigned to
day, pleaded not guilty to the perjury
charge and weret held In ?10,000 bail
It became known today that the up
town home of VvTiltara 3. Flynn, head

It
models.

Grade,

We carry in the Highest

Clothing in

Ready-to-We-

the Market.

w

w

ONE of the many

is only

We have added to

our already large collection of
High Grade Makes "The L.

Sys-

tem Clothing" recognized as the
Leading Suit for the Young Man
who, wants THE RIGHT THING.

(M'HE

of the United States secret sendee,
was robbed this week during his absence in Maine. So far as the police
have been able to determine, every
thing of value In the three story house
Mr. Flynn is now on
The street drag was put to good wad removed.
use today in the business and resi his way back to New York to assist
dence sections of the city, and the the aldermanic graft investigation
'
committee.
roads, which were badly cut up as a
He is expected to arrive tomorrow.
result of the recent Heavy rains, are
again in good condition.
"Lefty" Not Arrestsd. .

ft

The postoffice in Nogal, Lincoln
county, has been discontinued. In
the future mail for Nogal should be
addressed to Carrizozo, N. M.

William
Chicago,
Aug.
J
Burns, the detective, before leaving
for New York, this afternoon refused
to confirm the report that Louis Ros- enzwelg, alias "Lefty Luie" had been
arreBted.
Burns admitted, however,
that his son, Ramond J. Burns, was
in the vicinity of Salida, Colo., working on the case. ..
23.

The district court has been in ses
sion each day during the present
week, Judge David J. Leahy hearing
a number of cases in chambers,
A
case from Mora county occupied the
attention of the court for the last two
days. It was a suit between the Pteo
pie owning land irrigated by the Acequia de la Isla, and the people owning
lands under the Acequia de San Jose.
RESPECT FOR BOOTH.
About 312 acres of land are irrigated
London, Aug. 23. The body of the
under the former ditch and 900 un- late General William Booth lay in
der the latter. A new dam had been state today and the occasion proconstructed in the San Jose river, duced a display of respect from all
which the defendants ' claimed took classes, perhaps never excelled. All
more water from the river than the nations and all weedswere represent
people ownfSg lands under the "1? ed among the many thousands who
land" acequia were 'entitled to. In- paid their last tribute to the great
stead of bringing this matter into evangelist.
court, about fifteen of the owners of
land under the San Jose acequia, de
Dr. M. F. DesMarais, who has been
stroyed a part of the new dam, and ill with lumbago for several days, is
allowed the water to flow down the
again able to be out.
river, plaintiffs brought a suit, ask
Ing the court to fix their rights to SPECIAL"RATES AT HARVEY'S'
the water and that they be awarded
For parties remaining one month or
damages for the destruction of their
the season. Address Harvey's
dam.
After Hearing the evidence through
or call at Cutler Bros. ofRanch,
city,
of
Judge Leahy awarded three-fifth- s
fice 614 Lincoln avenue.
the water to the land owners under
the San Jose ditch and
s
of
the water to the owners of land under
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
the "island" ditch, and assessed the
costs of suit and damages in thie' sum LOST Between Las Vegas and Ro
of $15 against the defendants for the
meroville, 2 inner tubes for motor
destruction of the dam. The decision
cycle. Suitable reward if returned
to Optio office.
apparently was satisfactory to both
I
parties.
i

Gool!
You've noticed how the looks of some rooms invite you on
sweltering day.

in cool colors for summer.
are effective.

twe three-gam- e
tournament
the
date of the second tournament to be
announced later, and the winner of
the contests later will be matched
with the Kelly quintette, which has
defeated the Barnes team in two tournaments:
j
The Lyon team will be made up of
the following: Lyon, Martin, Wolfe,
Smith and O'Malley. The Ward quin-tett- e
will bowl as follows:
Dennis,

-

Tfi3 Cost in

f

Be

at least one room in jour house

Tans, greens, browns and blues all

.

'

'

.

,,.-,,-

Some especially beautiful draperies that will effect a real
transformation in any room are now shown in our drapery de-

partment.
For a small sum you can make your home so inviting that
every day will seem like a vacation.

J. "C. JOHNSEN

"For
nmnrnriiT
nrrnr
irN i
iifc.i
ii.ui.ii
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mm goods
inest Quality Fruits and Ve- getables From Field to Can
The Same Day.

ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.

FRESH EVERY DAY

' r

-

.

-

',

mm goods

..

t

..

Make the color scheme of

two-fifth-

-BOWLING TONIGHT.
A howling contest between teams
captained by F. M. Lyon and O. M.
Ward will be held tonight on the alleys in the Elks' club house. The two
aggregations are evenly matched and
the games should be close and exciting. These two teams will roll in

.

..

For

Noted

PUniTY

QUALITY

ASK YOUO fiROCER

r

CLEANLINESS

FOS "FORT" OSANB

City

"'

tie

Tl3 Hois of

M cf MifJi EaG

The secret of serving realy GonJ Tea and
Ccffee is to use
''

:

CHASE

:'

AND

....

v

V-W-

Las Vcas Steam
"5

tapndry
Piidoe MninBl

617

tough$ Are

'

SAN101NS Hlfilf JGlAtllANDS

Infinite pains have been ts!;en from Plantation to package to save all the Original, Delicate Flavor
'

A

SSKIEBT

OF

TillS YEAR'S

CMS
We are gla'd

YOU

Vb

HIE GliMF

ft-

IIAYWARD

SELLING AGI3NT

O ItWttSlt

iiclis,

$1,053

yfeMes, Pies, Gate,
.

COIIPM

ovehlaiso
Telepiione

This is the natural time to sow it.

.

r

tMwm Roils

be JJable to offer tfcis at a reduction from

lb. W 3 lbs. for $1.00

..

f

or;l

RflllE
illlll-lliil.i-

t::::t cat

or call ..and we will haveowr ilcinonraiar

show you.
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W

J J El

MJI
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"The Store of Satisfaction"
507 Siiih

'

;

CLUE

last years j:n&.'

Sow itjnow.

T

him IZ1

FULLY EQUIPPED

Doughnut,
Frk'J fe!;cs

SEED JUST GECEIVED.

35ccr

i

JtfcGulre, Ament, Duncan and Ward.
felks and their families are cordially
Invited to witness tonight's tournament, which will begin at 8 o'clock.

ted,

0

Aotomobile .1

liclie.

Ce,:

Street

SEEDSMEN

&

FLORISTS

P. S. Next Door to POST OFFICE

Phjne Aain 344.

'A'halen,

&

Fowler Prepg

